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Abstract. 
The recently developed quasiconfiguratior. method is applied to fp 

shell nuclei. Second order degenerate perturbation theory is shown to be suf
ficient to produce, for low lying states, the same results as large diagonaii-
zations in the full ^7/2D3/201/2f5/2^ 8 P a c e i d u e t o f n e operation of linked 
cluster mechanisms. Realistic interactions with minimal monopole changes are 
shown to be successful in reproducing spectra, binding energies, quadrupole 
•onents and transition rates. Large shell model spaces are seen to exhibit 
typical many body behaviour. Quasiconfigurations allow insight into the under
lying coupling schemes. 
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In a recent paper ) (hereafter referred as I) we have presented a 
version of quasidegenerate perturbation theory designed to handle the effective 
interaction problem. The calculations that we are going to discuss here need 
only the most elementary results of the theory and were ready well before I. If 
we have delayed their publication, it is mainly to be able to draw some conclu
sions and make some claims that may be taken seriously when backed by a complete 
theory but sound extravagant otherwise. 

Moreover, although the present study is indeed a piece of theoretical 
spectroscopy, meant to be compared with data, it can also be interpreted as a 
large scale model, illustrating the reduction of a many body problem in the full 
Hilbert space to a small quasidegenerate diagonalization. 

The small space(s) is (are) the f7/o configurations, adequate, as we 
shall see, to describe the nuclei between Ca and Ni. Some special cases have 

2 . . . . 
already been published in ref. ), which also contains the first basic idea on 
which the results in I are constructed. 

To summarize some of the aspects of our approach to the problem it 
seems adequate to collect in this introduction some general remarks about shell 
model work. As nothing will be said that will not be backed or illustrated in 
the bulk of the text, the tone may sound a bit dogmatic, all the more so in 
view of some statements that may not follow current thinking on the subject. 

In dealing with nuclear spectra, two extremes should be avoided : that 
of insisting on a rigorous formulation without free parameters, and that of 
allowing for too many parameters. In the first case the risk is to loose contact 
with the data, in the second the risk is to loose quantitative contact with a rigo
rous formulation* To strike a useful interactive balance between data and theo
ry, Occam's razor could be invoked through two principles : 

1) Minimal tampering with the realistic interactions. 

2) Minimal choice of model spaces. 
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Concerning the choice of effective interactions, it is clear that the 
idea to proceed from the nucleon-nucleon phase shif'cs to the spectra is the only 
safe and rigorous starting point. Tt may well be necessary to go beyond a care
ful Brueckner calculation : non nucleonic degrees of freedom, and many body for
ces may be present. However, we are entitled to expect that these effects be 
clearly demanded by the data and not forced on them. According to cvr experience» 
the best way to detect the need of something new and interesting, is to accept 
only these changes in the realistic interactions that are irrefutably necessary-

Concerning the choice of model space i t should be remembered that in 
all cases the correct starting point is the full Hilbert space» and in no case 
a calculation could be taken seriously if its purpose is not to come close to an 
exact solution in that space. Data have the nice but treacherous hsbit to make 
us believe that a small diagonalization, or even no diagonaliz?tion at all, is 
sufficient to describe many of the interesting states. This habit is called 
Shell Model. The whole problem is to understand what are the fev states that get 
diagonalized. In any case they are dressed, sometimes very heavily dressed, confi
gurations. We call them quasiconfigurations and it is the business of an effecti
ve interaction theory as the one presented in 1, to tailor the dresces. 

The dressing is a prediagonalization, whose object is to decouple the 
quasiconfigurations from the rest of the space. The initial coupling that is 
thus eliminated is expected to be weak enough to be treated in perturbation 
theory, or at most by truncating drastically a hierarchy of linked cluster inte
gral ftquatiens, which in lowest approximation yield Brueckner-Hartree-Fock 
theory. 

If the quasiconfiguration space obtained in first approximation is 
still very large, a further reduction may be possible, as will be shown in this 
paper by reducing the (fp) space to f 7y n. Linked cluster mechanisms will be ope-
rptir.£ again, that conventional truncations do not respect in general, thereby 
inciting severe inconsistencies. The only consistent way of truncating demands 
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that a given subshell be entirely included or excluded. Whenever possible the 
latter choice is obviously the best. 

In our view, the only reason to do large shell model diagonalizations 
is to learn how to do small ones. 

Section 0 introduces some notations often used. 
Section I defines the spectroscopic problem and reviews Pasquini's 

unpublished work, putting emphasis on its influence in defining the two principles 
above. 

Section II is a commented review of some at-pects of I (ref. I)), 
tfe introduce the very elementary formulae we shall need and the (not so elemen
tary) interpretative ingredients that the results will need. The aim is to allow 
to view shell model (perturbative) diagonalizations as part of the general dres
sing process, and the fp case as an example of general (nuclear) many body 
behaviour. 

Section III gives the explicit form of the effective interaction for 
f quasiconfigurations. 

Section IV explores some convergence problems and clarifies the fundamen
tal role of a good choice of energy denominators. 

Section V is a brief comment on the interaction. 
Section VI contains a comparison of a few exact diagonalization with 

the quasiconfiguration resultB. 
Section VII is a detailed presentation of the energy schemes for all 

f nuclei. Some arguments emerge. 
Section VII deals with the binding energies. 
Section IX deals with transitions probabilities in some selected nuclei. 
Section X provides an overall view of the results, which turn out to 

have some interest that goes beyond the good or bad agreement with the data. 

Appendix A gives a derivation of the generalized particle hole trans
form in the case of three body dressing. 



0 - NOTATIONS 

fp means f ?^ 2 p ^ 2 P|/2
£5/2» f a l o n e n> c a n s £

7/ 2» r ( r e s t o f the shell) 
is a generic index for p 3- 2 Pj >2 f 5 , 2 < 

Configuration or m-configuration : [n.,n,i..]. Set of states having 
n, particles in orbit 1, n 2 particles in orbit 2 etc. n. + n, +... - n. 
mT-configuration : |n.T.,n,T-...]. Subset of a configuration in which the wave-
functions of individual orbits are coupled to good isospin T.. The whole is 
recoupled to good isospin T. 
[j] - 2J+I, T - JT, [r] - (2J+1)(2T+1), (-)F - (-) J + T 

rstu rs' 
trary orbits rstu. Also called <rs|v|tu JT>. 

• normalized antisymmetrized two body matrix element for the arbi-rstu rstu 

f - 0(x) means that f is at most of order x. 

a , a are the usual creation and destruction operators for orbit e. Khen working 
in coupled representation we use French's notation 

s+s 
A « a + B » (-) za ss_ ss ss s-s z z z z 
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I r CONSEQUENCES OF PREVIOUS (fp)n CALCULATIONS ON THE VALIDITY OF REALISTIC 

FORCES AND THE USE OF EFFECTIVE MODEL SPACES. 

Traditionally, nuclei with 20 <: Z < 28 and N ̂  28 have been described 
g th 
,2 
7/2 

by assuming the f 7 J« orbit is partially filled with particles interacting through 

figuration 3 ' * ' 5 ) . 

Under these conditions nuclei with given number of particles added to 
Ca have the same spectrum as nuclei with the same number of particles substrac-

ted from Ni (cross conjugate symmetry). Furthermore, adding protons to Ca 
should produce spectra identical to that of the Ca isotopes. 

The following list is representative of the successes and failures of 
the simple f model. 

i) Some cross conjugate nuclei, e.g. Ti and Cr have strikingly similar 
47 . 49 spectra. Others do not, e.g. Ti and Cr. 

ii) The spectra of Ti and Ca are expected to be the same and they are, but 
+ + 2 42 

this is not a success but a puzzle : the 0 and 2 f levels in Ca are known 
to be strongly mixed and thus shifted, through 4p2h intruders which are ab
sent in Ti. 
iii) The BE2 rates for the Yrast levels are nicely given by the f ? ._ model pro
vided some (rather large but not absurd) effective charges are used. For other 
states the situation is not so bright : the branching rate 

B(E2, 4 6Ti, 21 •* 2*) 

B(E2, > UCr, 2* - 2,) 

should of order 1 in any f_,2 calculation, independently of the force used, pro
vided the effective charge for neutrons and protons are of the same order. 
Experimentally R 5- 25. 



iv) The quadrupols moments in the f model are always positive. Experimentally 
they are always negative. 
v) By and large, spectra obtained in the f-,,, model are very good, but some

times they show substantial discrepancies for low lying levels that are diffi
cult to reconcile with the good positioning of their neighbours. It is the case, 
for example, in the 2 state of Sc (the Fandya transform of the Sc ipectrum). 

These problem were solved, at least partially, by configuration mixing 
calculations of Fasquini and Zuker ' ) which included all the orbits of the 
(fp) shell. Reference ) is unpublished but ref. ) contains a comprehensive 
stannary. The specific aspects of f spectroscopy will reappear throughout the 
paper. The purpose of this section is to examine two questions raised by the 
calculations that suggested further study : the validity of the realistic inter
actions a:id the choice of model spaces. 

1 - 1 . Validity of the realistic interactions. The monopole effects. 
An interaction is called realistic if it is the result of a Erueckner 

G matrix calculation with a potential V that reproduces the N-N phase shifts. 

«rstu , <rs|G|tu> - <rs|v|tu>+(J ^ j ^ f i ^ «-) 

The orbits rstu are in the model space. The intermediate states ot$ involve unoc
cupied orbits. The single particle energies e are those of some " suitable defi
ned " single particle field. The starting energy SE is a constant that may 
either summarize " off shell " effects or be taken as an auxiliary quantity in 
the definition of the single particle field. It is the latter interpretation 

8—11 ve shall need. (Explanations can be found in I or in refs. ) . 

In eq. (I-l) the matrix element W , to be used in a shell model 
calculation is identified with the corresponding G matrix element. In practice, 
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some further dressing of this bare value is necessary, the corresponding proces

ses and Che underlying assumption that G behaves as a smooth potential will be 

examined in section XI. 

The calculations of refs. ' ) were done with three different realistic 

sets of matrix elements : 
g 

Kuo-Brown ) using the Hamada Johnston potential (KB). 
q 

Kahana-Lee-Scott ) using the Lee potential (KLS). 

Oberlechner and Richert ) using the Oberlechner potential (OR). 

Oberlechner and Lèe use sums of two term separable potential that are practical

ly identical. They are objectionable in that they do not have the correct long 

range behaviour (OFEF tail) but they allow very precise G matrix calculations. 

The Hamada-Johnston potential has a good tail but forces approximations in the 

G matrix. In spite of these differences KB and LKS produce matrix elements that 

are spectroscopically undistinguishable (see Fig. 7 of ref. ) for an example). 

To exhibit the main limitation of the realistic forces it is convenient to sepa

rate the monopole part of the Hamiltonian : 

V f ) 3ss+ f)att+ W . t + ¥«s " 3 M "•> 

^ C T * - 3/4 n t ) + ^ > [ ( V T 8 )
2 - T f - T*] (1-2) 

vst" <«*« i t)*
,(iW)" 1 »2LtM<'-«.t<->J"> 

a - i(3v'+v°) b - v'-V0, same for ss, st and tt, 

which gives the average energy of the mT configurations for two shells s and t, 

and generalizes to several shells. Notice that n and T are operators. If only 

n configuration averages are necessary, the Hamiltonian is 
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Hm « f )Vss+ f )Vtt+ Vt Vt ts 
(1-3) 

vst-(' + i i

8 t>"'CWr
,s[r]/ t s t( 1-6 s t(-)

r) 

12 
H and H _ can be thought of as generalizations of the French-Bansal formulae ). 

The fact they give configurations averages is not entierely trivial ' ). 

The calculations in refs. 

interactions are necessary 

The calculations in refs. ) show that the following modifications of the 

w£ f r(KB) + ^ r f r ( K B ) + f-^ 3 0 0 k e V 

(1-4) 

VC,,.(ECB) •» similar changes. See section V. 

These changes are strictly monopole, they do not depend on the r orbit (same for 

p, /jp» /jfc . ) and they are strictly identical to those needed in KLS. The OR 

interaction was calculated with smaller starting energy £E in eq. (1-1), it 

leads to greater overall attraction needing slightly larger/smaller changes in 

the T - 1/T » 0 centroïds. Qualitatively the situation is identical. That the 

monopole effect is of overwhelming importance can be gathered by comparing the 

configurations f 7/ 2 and f ?/ 2 r in Ni : after the V. centroïd in eq. (1-3) 

is changed according to (1-4) the 4p4h states lose !0 MeV with respect to the 

closed shell and become excited, starting at 5 MeV instead of dominating the 

ground state and having an excited closed shell at 5 MeV. 

That other changes are less significant can be seen from the fairly 

good aspect of the spectra once the monopole behaviour is corrected ). 

A more careful search should unearth some small beneficial multipole (non mono

pole) effects though. 

Host of the binding energy of a nucleus comes from monopole contribu-



tions. They are global effects, that cannot be expected to be right if the potentials u do not bind nuclear matter properly. Present state of the art ) indicates that 
the Re id potential is better than Haraada-Johnston in this respect. However, 
lowest order Brueckner theory is not sufficient and it seems increasingly clear 
that more refined approximations «ill improve the situation but probably fall 
short of reproducing the observed saturation point if true three body forces are 
absent. It is reassuring conceptually that the global properties of nuclei show 
in the spectra quite massively due to the amplifying effect of the number opera
tors. For other nrultipoles, the amplification is much smaller and it is diffi
cult to distinguish between defects in the potentials and defects in the diago-
nalizations due to poor definition of the effective interaction (dressing). 
Some indications come from nuclei, such as Sc, which are very sensitive to 
certain off diagonal matrix elements and are reproduced to within much better 
than 100 keV/levol by KB and LKS without any modifications beyond (1-4) . From 
such examples, it is tempting to conclude that there is little point in tampe
ring with the non monopole behaviour of the realistic interactions. 

The use of better potentials and more sophisticated treatments of the 
energy denominators in the G matrix is certainly warranted ), bi-i our remarks 
indicate that significant progress demands a comprehensive view of the dressing 
process to include on the same footing whatever is necessary to have good satura
tion properties (i.e. good monopoles) and good multipole details. 

Minimal tampering does not mean the realistic interactions are well 
as they are. It means that phenomenological adjustments must be sufficiently 
indispensable to teach us something beyond the cosmetic improvement they may 
bring to the spectra. 

It is worth noticing that for the p and sd shells, the K K and LKS 
interactions seem to need relatively minor modifications beyond monopole effects 
(that include up to at least A Sody forces) ). 

.J 
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1 - 2 . The choice of model spaces. 

The calculations in ref. ) reveal that most low lying states are dorai 
nated by the ground state configurations : f n,f n r n (e.g. Sc) or r n (Ni isoto 
pes), ''cyond the Ni isotopes the gg._ orbit comes down at such a speed that it 
becomes difficult to speak of fp spectroscopy alone. 

In all cases, the addition of the nei.t configuration (f r, 
f r ,r f ) brings great benefits. There are many ^xcited levels domina
ted by these states and in some cases their inclusion in the diagonalizacion 
allows to explain or predict some interesting data such as the massive appea
rance of 1 levels in Sc and the existence of a 0 state (f 7V 2 P3/9) practi
cally degenerate with the " pairing vibration " (to all intents and purposes, an 

7/24 An — - 4 M 6 ' 
feet of the new configurations on the ground state ones (f), which allows to 
solve, at least to a large extent, the type of problems raised in points i) to 
v) above. To explain this nechanism we consider the Si isotopes. 

A core, even if it is a good " closed shell ", is never inert. Added 
particles will couple to its particle hole degrees of freedom. In ' 0 and "* Ca 
these states are at some excitation energy of order 2 K10 at least (the giant 
resonances). In Ni, which is a good a closed shell as 0 and Ca, these sta
tes ere present and are expected to produce similar effects (e.g. effective 
B(E2) charges). However, there are also 0 ha) partiel: hole excitations (the 2 
of Ni is et 2.7 MeV). Coupling to them will be much str-r.ger (10-20 % mixings) 
than to the giant resonances (t 7. mixings), but still weak enough to suggest 

3 -1 perturbative treatment. These couplings involve admixtures of r f components 
2 

in dominant r wave-functions. As we shall see, the suggested perturtstive 
treatment is possible but it involves introducing three body forces a two body 
transition operators. Increasing the size of the spaces to include more configu
rations turned out to be a frustrating operation. Most of the benefits were 
washed out or disappeared unless truly enormous increases were allowed. The rea
sons can be understood easily. Assume we do some f n+f n r+f r diagonalizacion. 
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Strong pairing matrix elements <<£_,„ |v|f».,2<0])> mainly) will be allowed to 

depress substantially f but f r will be left untouched. If now we move to the 

f +f r+f r +f r space, the diagonalization will produce very much the 

same that was already obtained in the enormously smaller f +f r space (a good 

example of this is Ni, see ref. )). 

The only useful indications provided by the larger spaces concerned 

the slow but efficient build up of B(E2) strength for the lowest transition. 

With KB, a calculation in Hi gives B(E2, Z , + 0 ) « 8 £1 e (effective charge 
2 3-1 

of 0.5 for the neutrons) for the r space. When r f is added the rate jumps to 
4 2 4 2 ÎS 

55fm e and it becomes 132 fm e in an exact (f-,2P,,~) diagonalization, which 
may be of some relevance for the two states involved in the transition (the 

4 2 

experimental value is 140 ± 10 fm e ) but of none for the others. The only inte

rest of this example is to show that the basic mechanism beyond the improvements, 

is the coupling to ph degrees of freedom and that a very large diagonalization 

may provide some added coherence to it. 

The other thing a large diagonalization does, is to induce BO much 

mixing that one is left wondering about the possible meaning of the idea of 

dominance of the ground state configuration, which remains by far the largest 

component but becomes a small fraction of the total wave-function. 

The indications that emerged from the work of Pasquini and Zuker were 

quite perplexing to a shell model physicist : configuration mixing was strong 

and led to oversize matrices before the benefits of an obviously perturbative 

mechanism, apparent in minimal diagonalizations, could be recovered. 

Clearly, there was something wrong in the way the problem was being handled. 
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II - EFFECTIVE INTERACTION THEORY 

II - 1. Schematic review of quasi-degenerate perturbation theory. 

We shall make precise the notion of dressing. It is convenient to start 
by reproducing some elementary results from 1. 

The full matrix representing the eigenvalue problem will be written in 
block form : 

eI+<l|v|l> 

<i|v|r> 
<I|V|J>' 

<J|V|I> 
ej+<j|v|j> 

^j|v|J'> 

The Hamiltonian is 

H 11 + V o (11-1) 

The diagonal matrix H contains the £ terms. The nature of the splitting between 
e_ and <l|v|l> (same for J) will be discussed later : H is not necessarily one 
body. The states I/J belong to the model/external space. Capitals will always 
be repeated and Bummed over. Lower case letters i or j will refer to individual 
members of the i-space (model) or j-space (external). 

The aia of the theory is to decouple the i and j spaces. Let's consi
der nev statesi and j defined as 

<i| .<i| + <i|v|J><j| 
eiJ 

I3> ,|j> - | I * ; M J > 
e i j 

(II-2) 

e.. - e. - e. 
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Then 

<ï|j> - 0 (II-3) 

1+ - i - ^ 1+ 0(W 2/E) - O O ^ / E ) (II-4) 

Where f • 0(x) means that f is at most of order x, i.e. |f|x Constant, and W 

is some typical value for <l|v|j>, while e is some typical value for E-,. 

Equation (11-3) and (II-4) indicate that the new i and j-spaces con

tain states that are strictly orthogonal and that their matrix elements have 

been reduced from 0(W) to with respect to the original blocks. Jjnside 

the spaces orthonormality is manifestly violated. To restore it we redefine the 

states ': 

(II-5) 

<ï| . <i|+ <J|V|J><J| _ I <i|v|j><j|v|l><T| 
E i J 2 E i J EIJ 

IT> . 14>- l i x i l v l j > _ i | J><J |v | lx i |v | j> 
E I j * £ I j : 6 IJ 

<T11• > - 6 U , + 0(W 4/e 4) <j|j'> = 6. . ,+ 0(W*/e*) (II-6) 

<ï|î> - 0 <Ï|H|J> -.Ofl^/e) (II-7) 

<Ï|HIÎ> - <i|H|i'> +4- < i |v | jx j | v l i '> | - i - + - !—1 
1 <- E i J e i ' J J 

1 < i |v l -Xl |v iJ><j |v | i '> I < i | v | j x j | v l l > < l | y | i ' > . 

" 2 E i ' J e U 2 e i J e I J 

+ ^ [ v l J X J l v l j ' x j - l v l i ' - + 0 ( H A / e 3 ) 
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Transformation (II-5) conserves the important properties »-f orthogona
lity and decoupling of eqs. (II-3) and (II-4) as shown by eq. (II-7), but it 
does not restore full orthonormality inside the blocks (eq. 11-6), although the 
situation is " improved " with respect to what would obtain with states (II-2). 

To choose a transformation such as (II-5) rather than enforce strict 
orthogonality is a natter of great subtlety extensively discussed in I. Rome 
heurisitc arguments are given below. 

II - 2. Linked cluster properties. 

Consider a non degenerate system for which the exact ground state has 
a wave-function of the form 

|Ô> = |0> + Aa.|oi> + A a g i j|aeij> + ... 
(H-9) 

•= |0> + A.j. |ph> + A-2J2p2h> + ... 

The state |0> is a closed shell, a, $ ... etc./ij... etc. orbits are above/below 
the Fermi level. The amplitudes A „ .. (generically : A(n)) are antisymme
tric in the particle and hole indexes. 

The amplitudes A(n) have the following property 

A(2) " A(l) A(l) : f A(2) 

A(3) " A(]) A(1) A(0 + A(1) A(2) + A(3) 

(11-10) 

where A. . is linked, i.e., irreducibly non factorable. 
The factorizations indicated in (11-10) have to be done in all possible ways, 
remembering that A, , is antisymmetric, avoiding double counting and respecting 
the conservation laws relating the particle and hole indexes of A. .. (See I). 
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Equations (11-10) are a profound theorem first discovered by Hugenholtz 

and Hubbard in the context of linked cluster perturbation theory. It is however, 

independent of perturbative arguments (for a sketch of a simple proof see I, ) 

contains elaborate details). 

The idea of linked cluster (not necessarity perturbation) theory is 

that the linked contributions to A, , become soon much smaller than the facto

id) . 

rable (unlinked) ones. As a consequence, a knowledge of very few linked amplitu

des k. » becomes sufficient to approximate the full wave-function, i.e. inclu

ding mp-mh components with arbitrary m. (Technical remark : in the presence of 

hard core potentials all amplitudes must contain a fully linked component to in

sure proper screening of the core in the wave-function. This difficulty is more 

conceptual than practical and in our case it can be ignored altogether as we 

shall be concerned with the consequences of linked cluster ideas in large but 

finite spaces in which the interaction has already been screened and is defined 

by finî'-e matrix elements). 

Orthonorraalization (II-5) has to be interpreted symbolically as insu

ring that <i| in eq. (II-2) could be treated as " that part of the wave-function 

containing information about the amplitudes A... aud A,,\ " an& JJ°£ a s a 

lpth + 2p2h approximation to the wave-function. 

If a lplh + 2p2h approximation is to make strict sense it is necessary 

that 

<i|i> • i * K l y M 2 * 1 
X J (11-11) 

Transformation (II-2) on the other hand makes sense provided 

£ i M i £ « 1 v. (n-12) 
E i j J 
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The J sign in (11-11) is unnecessary in view of the summation convention but it 
introduced to emphasize the difference between the weak condition (11-12) and 
the strong condition (11-11), which are all the difference between Rayleigh-
Schrodinger and linked cluster perturbation theories. It is ironical that this 
difference boils down to a matter of interpretation ; if condition (11-11) is 
strictly enforced, normalization (II-5) is strictly correct. If (11-11) is re
laxed in favour of (11-12), eq. (II-5) is symbolically correct. In both cases 
(II-8) is the approximate result to third order in the energy. 

There is nothing symbolic in eq. (II~2) which is indeed a good decou
pling operation provided it is understood that some recouplirig also takes place, 
as can be seen by examining carefully eq. (II-7). In the original matrix,<i| 
mixed with matrix elements 0(H) to lplh and 2p2h states. After (II-2) <i| mixes 

2 
0(W /E) with the same Iplh and 2p2h states. In addition it mixes to the same or
der with 3p3h and 4p4h states, and there are many more of these (at least in the 
many body case). The clue to the symbolic meaning of eq. (II-5) is that this 
extra mixing carries some new information (that will go into A.-, and A.,.) but 
also much that is known, e.g., going from a Iplh state to a 3p3h state is to a 
large extent the " same " as going from a OpOh to a 2p2h state. The things that 
are the " same " contribute the A.,. A... factors to the A.„, amplitude. 

The orthonormalization in eq. (II-5) is chosen to preservi the struc
ture (II-9) and (11-10) of the wave-function. Strict orthonoriialization would 
condemn the wave-functisn to a strict Iplh + 2p2h states and forfeit insight in
to the higher amplitudes. 

So far only the non degenerate case has been considered as a particu
lar application of the equations in section (II-l) which describe a general quasi-
degenerate system. In view of the obvious formal analogy between a wave-function 
and a dressed state, it is quite plausible to conjecture that much of the c afi-
guration mixing observed in large matrix diagonalizations is the consequence 
of hidden linked cluster mechanisms. Some possible examples will be shown in 
section (IV). 
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Some words will be said now about a more general view of the decoupling 

of spaces. 

II - 3. Mon perturbative arguments. 

the underlying assumption that W/e is a small number will break down 

if the potential is singular. Since our object is to formulate a unified pres

cription for fully decoupling the i-space (dressing the i-space with its full war

drobe), we have to understand how to deal with this problem. It can be done con

veniently by introducing the general transformation 

<ï| = <i| + <i|v|jxj| (11-13) 

|J> - Ij> - |1><I|£|J> (II-H) 

Here V i s a (many body) operator defined between any two states i and j. It is 

clear thït <i| and |j> are manifestly orthogonal. To impose perfect decoupling 

we request 

<î|H|j> - 0 (11-15) 

which leads after elementary algebra to 

A A A 

E. .<i |v |j> - <i |v|j>+<i|v|j><j|v|j>-<i |v| l><l |v|j>-<i |v|j><j|v| l ï-<l |vlj> 

(11-16) 

which is an integral equation for the operator y_. It can be solved by Neumann 

expansion or by non perturbative methods. 

Assuming a solution of eq. (11-16) has been found, the i-states have 

been completely dressed and they interact through an effective Hamiltonian which 

can be easily discovered by relying on the existence of a natural biorthogonal 

basis 

<ï|i'> - 6^, (11-17) 
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which allows to write 

<£ J H | £ * > - <i|H|i'> + <i|v|jxj|v|i'> (11-18) 

Since the i-states have null matrix elements with the rest of the full space 

(11-15), solving the secular problem defined by eq. (11-18) produces the eigen-

bras of the system. The non Hermiticity of matrix (11-18) means that the eigen-

kets are not the conjugate of the eigenbras but solutions for the conjugate 

matrix 

<i|H|ï'> - <i|H|î'> + <i|v|jxj|v|i'> (11-19) 

An explicit reduction to Hermitian form is given in I. 

A transformation such as (11-13) and (11-14) is always possible and always leads 

to the exact equations (11-16) to (11-19). To give it the sense of a " dressing " 

depends on physical considerations : state <i| in eq. (11-13) must be " primus 

inter pares ". Its amplitude (1 by definition) must be substantially larger than 

that of any other individual component : 

<i|V|j> « 1 V. (11-20) 

Otherwise, it is difficult to speak of a given state j as dressing i, rather 

than the other way round. Condition (11-20) is weaker than condition (11-12) and 

defines implicitly the parameters that have to be small to guarantee the exis

tence of a dressing process. 

Eq. (11-16) is general and exact but it depends on condition (11-20) to 

be useful. The flexibility in the choice of model space allows to extend its 

range of applicability. He consider some particular situations that amount to 

a coarse classification. 

If the model space can be reduced to one state and eq. (11-20) holds 

we have a normal Fermi system. The single state need not be a closed shell or a 
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Fermi sea. It uay veil consist of a linear combination of Slater determinants 
coupled to good angular momentum and isospin : i.e. a member of a j configura
tion, the most natural extension of the idea of normal system to open shell 
nuclei (see sections IV and VI). 

The breakdown of condition (11-20) for a single model state may occur 
in three different ways : 

a) accidentally through level crossing. Two weakly interacting levels that would 
normally contribute to tbe dressing of each other may happen to be sufficiently 
close in energy to produce a strong admixture. 

b) Statistically through line spreading. Some interesting (simple) state that at 
low excitation would have become a good eigenstate after dressing, finds itself 
at higher energy, surrounded by a crowd of its dressing partners. It mixes 
strongly and acquires a width (T in jargon). 

c) Coherently through collectivity. This is a generalized breakdown of condition 
(11-20). Many states in the representation that is being used have equal claims 
to priority and they have to be treated .symmetrically. The situation forces 
either to introduce a model space or to change representation. It is the case 
for superconductivity or rotational behaviour. 

The notion of model space and its implementation in eq. (11-16) are 
naturally designed to handle situations a) and c). Line spreading needs an ex
tension of the theory. Heavy configuration mixing may be present in all cases 
and does not imply tbe existence of collective motion. 

Normality is associated to an underlying representation of non inter
acting Fermions. In the case of superconductivity and rotational motion this 
picture can be recovered, at the price of violating conservation laws, by intro
ducing Eogoliubov quasi-particles or Nilsson orbits. The operation amounts to 
define a model space since the basic Slater determinant is now an intrinsic 
state standing for a band of levels : degeneracy is present in a seemingly non 
degenerate problem. Exactly the opposite happens in a j configuration : non de
generacy is present in a seemingly degenerate space. 
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Mien <i| is restricted te a single Slater determinant of deformed or 
number violating orbits, eq. (11-16) will (obviously!) take care of restoring 
the conservation principles. 

A complete theory would start by recasting eq. (JII-16) in a many body 
language and then solve to some approximation the resulting set of (manifestly 
linked I) non linear integral equations. Zabolitzky has succeeded in giving nu
merical solutions for non degenerate nuclear systems, in the framework of the 
expS theory ) . A relative! 
this case can be found in I 
expS theory ). A relatively simple diagrammatic version of the equations for 

The extension of the equations to the general degenerate case has not 
been given so far, but some preliminary remarks are possible. 

To fix ideas, we can think of the sd shell as the model space in which 
we are prepared to diagonalize (sd) matrices. The equations suggest that the 
two cores, 0 and Ca be treated as particular model states with n -- 0 and 
n » 24. Let us assume a good solution for 0 has been obtained through a self-
consistent Brueckner-Hartree-Fock calculation. The corresponding G-matrix is 
then the effective interaction for n • 0. Among other things, the dressing pro
cess in the presence of sd particles, must produce the necessary additives to 

40 this original G-matrix, so that it becomes the self consistent G-matrix for Ca 
by the time the n - 24 state is calculated. Among the additives there must be 
operators to change the Fauli projectors in the intermediate states, and to 
insure the size readjustment in the single particle orbits (in 0, Ku : 14-15 
while in Ca, tfui Z 10-12). This sise effect is the most obvious way to 
understand that the two body matrix elements need an n-dependence, i.e. that 
effective three body forces must be present. But there is more to it : Zabolitzky's 
results also show that a good G-matrix is not enough, Bethe-Faddeev correlations 
are also necessary. In our language this means that the effective force has 
three body ingredients from the start (see I). And there is worse : once the 
full calculations in 0 and Ca are finished, little doubts can remain that 
a true three body force is also necessary ). 
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Even if we are not prepared to pay the price of a full calculation up 
to Zabolitzky's standards to obtain solutions of eq. (11-16) in the general dege
nerate case (assuming we were capable 1). some very useful phenomenology emerges. 
It has been shown by Cortes and Zuker ) that a successful calculatioi. in the 
Ma shell demands at least four body interactions (effective or otherwise). Our 
remarks amount to say that this phenomenology has some fundamental roots. 

So far we have only mentioned mechanisms that will affect the monopole 
behaviour of the effective interaction : in a closed shell the only operators 
giving a non null expectation value are those present in H (eq. I1-3 extended to 
many shells and many body forces). Wher particles are added to the core, the 
global behaviour of the system involves non-monopole polarization effects. As 
they have produced more than their share of headaches, a word will be said about 
them in the next section. 

II - 4. Quasiconfigurations, perturbative dressing, core polarization, minimal 
choice of model spaces. 

The model states i will be taken to be configurations and the corres
ponding dressed states i will be called quasiconfigurations. 

Integral equations are solved in configuration space while shell model 
matrices are solved in a space of (quasi)configurations. 

The problem taken as a whole is always one of diagonalizing a large 
matrix, only the methods change. There is one interphase method : perturbation 
theory. It is expected to make sense when the singularities of the force have 
been blunted sufficiently by the integral equations or when the matrix has not 
yet reached the minimal dimensions that force a numerical diagonalization. 

There is a difference between a numerical diagonalization that is 
allowed by computational methods and one that is forced by physical coupling 
schemes. 

Core polarization is the mechanism that couples internal states with 
core excitations. In spite of long efforts, it is not clear yet, at least in 
our opinion, whether core polarization belongs to the realm of integral equa
tions or perturbation theory. It seems plausible, if not evident, that monopole 
polarizability is a global effect related to selfconsistcncy (see the last 
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paragraphs of (XI-3) and ref. )). For the other multipoles w? have nothing to 

say. 

Nor do we have anything intelligent to propose concerning the choice 

of model states. Except that it is useless to do numerically what can be done 

perturbatively. 

Ill - f" / 2 QUASICONFIGBRATIONS IN THE fp SHELL. 

Given an interaction adequate for full (fp) calculations, we shall 

i-,/2 configurations to work in a model space. 

The Hamiltonian is 

i/2„r in» , ir r, „ ir,o « • KvJ^sWrrMstuirv/W'}0 

s r<s 
t<u 
r 

A rr " a r r • B rr " <"> V r ' < " t u > -^7/2^/2^3/2"./2> < n l - . '> 
z z z z 

Ç r 6 - (1+ | 8 ) " 1 / 2 r = JT, r = J T , ( - ) r - ( - ) J + T , [r] -(2J+1)(2T+1) 

The t-j/2 shell will be called f and r will stand generically for Pi/oPj/jfc/?* 

The first of equations (II-2) reads : 

<i|V jQXQl <i|v,|pxp| 
<i| - <i| +• ' 

eiQ 

. _ £n _ _n-1 _ _n-2 2 
i = f , q = f r, . p = f r 

(HI-2) 

The notation i, p, q (or I, P, Q) includes all quantua numbers not explicitly 

shown. The denominators in (III-2) should not be confused with the single particle 
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energies in (Ill-O.Only matrix elements of type W_, ffff ) contribute to 
V, (V,). 
Equation (II-8) is now 

<f"n|H|fn,n> - <f?n|H|f?,n> + i ' ' 1' i ' ' i 1 

+ j k r - + —-)<f 'fe |V 1 | f n _ 1 r ( ! î )><f n _ l r ( !5) lv. | f? , (E»> (III-3) 
1 6 iQ E i ' Q x ' ' 1 

*^ (.—-* ~)<f^|V,|fn"Zr2(S2»<fn"2r2(n)|.V,|f,?,(TO>+0(V3/e

2) 
iP i 'P 

where 

V, = - 1//2 *; [r] ' / 2 W^[(AA) r (BB r ) r j° 

Ŵ  = <f 2 <D|v | f r ( r )> 

r " CIII-4) 

and 
v 2 = { î fr] , / 2w^f(M) r(B rB r) r] 

r (IH-5) 
W^ - <f2(D|v|r2C.r)> 

The first step is to eliminate all reference to the r-space in expres
sion (III-3) and it can be achieved by using closure in che intermediate states 

14 at fixed JT = 7 through the following general expression due to French ) 

I «n| |Sa| |yu) ><yiu | |TX| \K'W> -
y (III-6) 
- |w I'^Ic-D^'Vston'^uj v)«s2||(s°xTX)v||K,n,> 

V 

where K,K' and y are non tensorial quantum numbers and 
n̂ -j.nij.1 _ 1 /2 i ÎÎ a to) 

DOton'X;»v) = (-l) 0** 0 + X[« v] 
u a* v\ 
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In our case o-X-v- 0 and expression (III-6) reduces to the form 

l <Kn||s0||yn><ySî||T0||K'n> -

- [a] 1 / 2 < K n| | [s° XT 0 1 O | |K 'S5> 

To derive (III-7) from (III-6) is to kill mosquitoes with sledge-hammers. 

Obviously, this sum can be made only,if our energy denominators do 

not depend on the index y. 

The r-operators can be isolated by recoupliig and contracted. 

The result is : 

<r?|H|fn,> « <fi|H + ^ H R ] + ^ H R 2 | f n , > (III-8) 

with 

^ ].4^ (H)^-
r ,(ilia) 1/^ ,[((AA) rB] r(A(BB) ryJ 0 (III-9) 

HR2= " J I [r]1/2<w£)2[(AA)r<BB)r ] (111-10) 

E l Z eiQ 6 i 'Q e 2 l E iP E i ' P 

if now we write H , in normal order we get 

H - H ( 2 ) + H ( 3 ) 

"RI "RI * HR1 

where 
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H<f - " I I [r] ' / 2(<) 2[(M) r(BB) r]° <m-,2) 

rr ' (in-13) 

x Ï C - 0 X [ X ] l / 2 j J , ' j [l [((AA)rAHB(BB)r')^ 

Hence, the matrix elements between quasiconfigurations can be calcu

lated through the introduction of the effective Hamiltonian 

K e f f " ÏÏJ" HR1 + ~q *te 

in the configuration space. As it was our goal, all reference to the r-space 

has disappeared. The lp-lh dressing gives rise to two + three body «normaliza

tion while the 2p-2h contributes only to the two body part. 

There is another way to do things that allows a finer sum over inter

mediate states. Be sketch it only for Q states for which we write the internal 

couplings explicitly 

f-'-'r s [ c f n " V ] " 

First we use standard angular momentum algebra to separate the r-space 

in each of the matrix elements in eq. (III-3). Then we contract out the corres

ponding operators (use (III-7)). We are left with an expression of type (III-6) 

involving only f operators. The intermediate sums can now be carried out at 

fixed u, which allows to keep energy denominators that depend on the internal 

recouplings of the intermediate states. The operator in eq. (III-9) becomes 

{[(AA)rB]r[A(BB)r']r}° * I[nr]-,/2(-)n+r-Uf<ul,/2D(SM2r,(0V). 

.{[[AAjrB]r[A<BB)r'jr}V 

(III-14) 
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The price to pay is obvious : our Hamiltonian is no longer a manifes'. scalar, 
and it can only be used in matrix elements between states of good ft. Notice that 
it we sum over a in eq. (111-14) the arrow becomes an equal sign. 

We shall see the conceptual importance of this result when discussing 
the denominator problem. 

Technical note op numerical aspects. 

Angular momentum and Wick algebra are good for humans. Computers prefer 
uncoupled representations and carry contractions in their own way. 

Eq. (111-13) is useful in analytic work (see Appendix A) but numerical
ly it is better to programme directly eq. (III-3) (or similar ones for more 
shells or higher orders) in the m-scheme. The intermediate sums disappear tri
vially and the contractions are simply done by taking matrix elements for 

2 3 n •> 0, 1,2 etc. to obtain the 0, 1, 2 body operators. If f * is taken to be a 
coupled state, the matrix elements in eqs. (XII-12) and (III-I3) are generated 
automatically, with the added advantage that they correspond to normalized, or-
thogonalized ' states, an operation that remains to be done in (111-13). 

Coupled f states are simply obtained by diagonalizing some operator, 
the most useful one, we found, is the bare two body Hamiltonian (H in (III-8)) 

IV - ENERGY DENOMINATORS AND HIGHER ORDER PERTURBATION THEORY 

tet us consider the third order terms in eq. (11-8), which we rewrite 
for convenience 

1 <i|vll><l|v|j><J|v|i'> 1 <i|vlJ><j|v|l><l|v|i'> 
eiJ 6IJ 

(IV-1) 

2 ei'J EIJ 2 

+ <i|vlJ><Jlv|J'><J'lv|i'> '.oor'/é2) 
eiJ ei'J' 

Let's assume now that states are diagonal in the operators containing matrix elements 
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W „ „ and "«_£_ (both r orbits equal), i.e., the matrix has diagonal blocks for 
each configuration f , f r and f r . Then the first two terms disappear com
pletely and in the last we can have only contributions of the following types 

-l 1<f n|v|f n" ,r 1xf n" ,r ]|V|f n" ,r 2> /,!"1r2)v|fI,> - ED 

(IV-2) 

-L <f n|v|f n" ,rxf n" 1r|v|f n- 2r 2x:f n" 2r 2|v|f n> - RM 
e 

The ED (energy denominator type) term involves rescattering between configura
tions at the same level (f r goes to f r, same for f r which we have not 
written). It may be important if particular coherence can build (think of the 
analogy between f r and a ph state). The ED term can be thought es repairing 
the bad denominator chosen that ignores this type of coherence. If we prediago-
nalize in the full f r space (all r), optimum mending obtains : the ED term 
goes, as we can incorporate it in the denominator W, . for arbitrary r. This is 
why we call it ED. 
The RM (real mixing) term is what its name indicates : to make it disappear into the 
energy denominators would need blocks larger than f r . 

Fortunately, coherence in this case is unlikely as it is inefficient n—2 2 to try to reach the same state f r by acting once with V, and twice with V 
(eqs. (III-4) and (III-5). 

From this discussion it follows that the first two terms in eq. (IV-]} 
go if we use for the energy denominators the exact diagonal values of our origi
nal representation. The term ED may go by treating r configurations as a single 
entity. The term RM cannot go : it better be small if we want to avoid a full 
diagonalization. 

Terms that can go will be called dispersive, the others " real trou
ble ". Now we examine the choice of denominators that may insure good conver
gence in low order. Let us rewrite an expanded version of the decoupling condi
tion (II-4) 
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<Ï|H|I> - <i|v|j>fl* ^ p • <J|V|J>-<ilv|l> 1 
1 i j i j J 

<i|V |J><J|V | j> _ <i |V |I><I|V | j> , 
H N H N - + 0(W 3/e Z) = (IV-2) 

Elj 

(M).. + (£).. + 0(W
3/e 2) 

le 'ij le 'ij 

Writing V„ stresses that only strictly non diagonal -ontributions remain. The 

diagonal terms A are all regrouped. They produce a dispersive effect that can 

be simply cancelled by changing the definition of e 

e > e + A 

Whether the dispersive term should go or remain depends on the relative 

magnitude of W and A : there is no point in choosing very detailed denomina

tors if A ; H or smaller. 

If we are forced to change representation it is because there is hid

den denominator trouble, as could happen in term ED in eq. (IV-2). Since the 

new representation involves diagonalizing, which implies dilating the energies 

inside the blocks, the dispersive term in eq. (IV-3) will grow potentially bigger 

while terms c) should be smaller as the trouble has been made dispersive. 

It becomes important to choose A well to insure good decoupling 
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r = 7 £ ] A 

m ib • ie id 

Fig.I ;the heavy/broken lines stand for model/external levels. 

Figs, la and lb illustrate the situation. Choosing individual denomina
tors in Fig. la is useless, while it may become an important factor in lb. The 
interesting question is : can we choose z differently in Fig. la to anticipate 
Fig. lb and avoid an, always painful, change in representation ? Without going 
into details, the answer is no : even if we change representation, a single e 
is not easy to find in Fig. lb as it depends too much on the dynamics of the 
problem. Either we keep the one we had before (the unchanged distance between 
centroids), in which case convergence is exactly what it was, or we change re
presentation and eliminate dispersion. 

One thing is sure : not to' take the energy denominators close to the 
centroids between configurations needs compelling reasons. The only better 

* Brueckner theory is second order perturbation theory in a prediagonalized 
2p-2h space. 

I« 
ir 

"1-
I» 
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choice is to take sinply exact denominators. 

Fig. la is also a possible illustration of the m-scheme situation, in 

which every block is a single state. We expect something like Fig. lc when 

moving to the coupled representation. How we could use centroïds at fixed JT to 

have better energy denominators. 

In Fig. 1c we assume-we have coupled to good JT by simply diagonali-
2 2 

zing J + T . It we choose (the W_.„ part of) H instead, the situation is likely 

to be closer to Fig. Id. This may seem disastrous, but it is a blessing in dis

guise. Having external lines within the model space, means that the notion of 

quasidegenerate perturbation theory is in trouble ! it should be replaced by non 

degenerate perturbation theory as the figure shows clearly (remember that matrix 

elements between heavy lines are null now). 

If we want to use the simple formulation of the preceeding section we 

must use energy denominators that be constant over the intermediate states for 

which it is possible to invoke closure. The most sophisticated choice will be 

to keep centroïds at fixed JT and intermediate couplings as eq. (111-14) allows. 

If dispersive effects are important a second order calculation with these deno

minators may be better than going to third order with the simpler ones we have . 

used. We describe them now 

Approximation I is to work at fixed JT centroïds. Since no closed expressions 

are known for fixed J, it is necessary to average numerically. 

N1 _ - , N 2 
E(JTnO)-E(JTnm)-i- f <fnJTX|H|fnJTX>- -*- £ <f n" mr mJTY|Hr n"V 1JTY> (IV-4) 

Hl x-1 2 Y-1 

These expressions were used only for the four nuclei we can calculate analytically 

Ca, Ti, Se ans Co (see the Appendix). It is good to reitember that the 

calculations were done in the m-scheme and before most of the theory. Eq. (IV-4) 

is sufficiently boring to incorporate in the programmes that we thought a short 

brute force check of its use was warranted. We shall discuss its relevance later. 
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Approximation II is an average over J to eq. (IV-4). It can be done analytical
ly through eqs. (II-2), from which it is easy to write 

e(Tn(»-e(Tn 1)-Ej-e°+(n-l) (a f £-a f r)+ J<.*>ff-b£r) [aT+g]- Ae°+ q(Tn) (IV-5) 

where a and (? are constants depending on the number of states f with 
T » T. ± 1/2. A similar expression holds for m - 2, which we call 2Ac°+p(Tn) 
The n dependence in eq. (IV-S) is the absolutely minimal requirement to get de
cent results : table I offers convincing proof. 

Approximation III stems from some unwanted features observed at the beginning 
of the shell which amounted clearly to an overstimate of the denominators. They 
were corrected by comparing with the exact values and may be interpreted as a 
slight systematic dispersive effect. 
The adopted expressions are 

e(TnO)- E(Tnl)- Ae°+q(Tn)+ 6r+(n-l)(n-2)A3 

(IV-6) 
e(TnO)- e(Tn2)-2Ae +p(Tn)+ 2(n-l)(n-2)A3 

The denominators (IV-6), called DEIII from now on, are used throughout 
the calculation. The terms 6 and A, are chosen so as the cancel in Co. The 
values of all the quantities to be used to compute the energy denominators are 
shown in Table I 
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VCIMS of th* qtuntitltJi involved in eh* «turfy denominator» foragW<* <in MeV) 

! ' 3 / 2 , f 5 / 2 2 ' l / 2 

**, -2.0 -«.5 -».o 
* « - «ft -0.3» -0.13 -0.M 

' « f - b f r -O.20 -0.75 -0.25 

" f t " 'rr l - 40.46 -0.40 +0.06 

-"«">!,-»„ ) 
S. •1.00 •2.00 •2.00 

»3r -0.0128 -0.022* -0.0192 

It should be obvious that if acf~acr equals 400 keV while Ef~e_ is 
2 HeV (r « P*/7)> b v t n e t i m e w e h a v e 1 0 particles eq. (1V-5) tells us that the 
energy denominator is not 2 but 6 MeV. It should be equally obvious that a pure 
single particle choice for the denominators will insure divergence of the series 
A in eq. (IV-3) will be 3 tiroes larger than e. This example should be sufficient 
in making clear what is the major source of convergence trouble : the ED and KM 
third order corrections are totally negligibly when compared to the disasters 
bad denominators can cause. 
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V - THE (fp)2 IHTERACTIOH AHD THE SPECTRUM OF A 2Sc. 

tion I 

We use the KB interaction with the monopole changes mentioned in sec-

V°f(KBl) - V°f(KB) - 350 keV 

vJf(KBl) =» Vjf(KB) - 110 keV (V-l) 

V^.(KB1) - Vj r̂(KB) - (-)
T300 keV V r 

The centroïds are defined in eq. (1-2) 
8, Core polarization as calculated in ref. ) was kept* We refer to the 

end of section II for the (non ?) reasons. Inclusion of the g g/ 2 orbit is trivial 

but it was omitted : for most of f region its status as well defined quasi-

particle is non existent. 

<fr>" - CAL.C. 

£(M«V> 
KB 

0.0 

-IjO 

-2.0 

-3.0-

-0* 

KB. 

-2+ 
-»+ 

K32 

-4+ 

-2+ 

:;: 
-0+ 

KS3 

# 
-0+ 

EXP 

3 + 

-ÎÎ 

-0+ 
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In Fig. 2 the experimental spectrum of Sc is compared with the (fr) 

diagonalizations. Before passing judgement on the matrix elements, it is useful 

to remember that intruders play a strong role, the T « 1 wave-functions are of 

the form a(fr)2+ e(fr)4(sd)~2 and g can be almost as big as a. As the intruders 

do not lead only to accidental band crossing in few states but keep intruding, 

mostly in even-even nuclei, until midshell, their effect cannot be accounted 

simply by changing W ^ f f f (r - 01 and 21 in particular). The dressing should be 

done properply and account for state dependence. As we have not done it, we prefer 

to keep the interaction untouched : no dressing is better than bad dressing. 

However... we are going to contradict ourselves in three lines. 

The interactions we have used are 

KB' : only third line in (V-1) (V f r centroïds). Only used in Tables V, VI and VII 

KB1 : defined in (V-1) 

KB2 : wLffOŒ) - 300 keV V - 10, 30.KB1 centroïds 

KB3 : W^ f £(KB2) - 200 keV, KB1 centroïds. 

The KB2 modification obeys to.the feeling that the two levels are definitely two 

high and that it is difficult to visualize intruding or dressing processes that 

can move them sufficiently close to their positions. Notice that we stop quite 

short of making them agree too well with experiment. 

KB3 is a vague feeling. The modification does not rely on arguments about accoun

ting for intruders a bit and after all. Simply, there are many little things that 

improve and i-w that get worse. 

Table II shovi the different numbers. 

T i » . II 

< £ 2 ( J T } | R | 2 2 ( J T ) ^ in MV* Bi f f . ra t choice, quoted in. to . Mat 

"Se -3.20 -2. M - l .«t - t . » -0.40 • l .6f 0.00 -1.57 
a -1.81 -0.52 -0.71 -0.21 -0.OT -0.90 0.22 -2.20 
O f - I .9 Ï -0.17 - 0 . » -0.51 •0.20 -0.83 0.1! -2.53 
SB2 - i . K - t . 17 -C.8J -o.w -0.20 .-0.71 0.11 -2.45 
» 3 - l . M -1.17 -1.09 -0 .1 * -0.19 -0.71 0.18 -2.45 

*«> -2.22 - l . M -1.15 -1.07 -C.3i -1.10 0.2» -2.42 
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In assessing the calculations it is important to bear in mind the fol

lowing remarks. 

The changes in centroïds are absolutely essential to get results in se- ' 

cond order perturbation theory anywhere near the truth. By far the most important 

contributions come from tt in eq.(II-3). Monopole isovector properties are of 

somewhat lesser importance but' they play a role in binding energies. 

The choice DEIII for the energy denominators in eq. (IV-6) is of mono-

pole character, and could be interpreted as a slight modification to H m. As 

mentioned, it is mainly dictated by hints emerging from the exact results and it 

affects very slightly and globally the binding energies. 

The changes in KB2 are mostly cosmetic. They do seem dictated by the 
34 

data in mass 42 ) and were introduced for this reason, without consideration 

of their effect in the rest of the spectra. 

In section VII, only spectra calculated with KB2 and KB3 will be shown. 

With respect to the " fundamental " KB1 changes the extra gains can be characte

rized as follows : 

KB2 : very slight, but very systematic improvements. They do not affect however 

any basic trend. 

KB3 : further improvements with respect to KB2 (they will be seen in the figures) 

but not as systematic. Sometimes KB2 will give better spectra. 

The difference between KB1 and KB2 can be described as quantitatively similar 

to that between KB2 and KB3 except that the spectra always favour KB2. 

The multipole changes in W „ . f we have mentioned represent in our opi

nion adequate error bars in the matrix elements. Nothing can be gained at the 

present stage in introducing greater modifications. They could improve specta

cularly and spuriously some levels and thereby mask the real effects we shall 

try to unearth. 
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VI - COMPARISON WITH EXACT DIAGONALIZATIONS. 

All the calculations are made with denominators DEIII of eq. (IV-6). For 
43 43 44 

reasons of economy we have only diagonalized exactly Sc, Ca, Ti (T » 0 
44„ 

states) and Ca. 

In Fig. 

tal spectra of Sc 

ÛE(MW) 

In Fig. 3 we have plotted the quasiconfiguration, exact and experimen-
43„ 

' -6.73 -6.67 

KB3- (frl3 

oEimn 

-B-

-•1,-

-6JK 
EXP 

-8-

0-
8 5 

-ZSS -zsr 
KB3- ( f r ) S KBS-tf)1 
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3 /2" : 27 Z f 3 , 31 z £ 2 P 3 / 2 . . . 

1/2" : 25 7. f 3 , (15 Z + 10 Z) f 

5 / 2 " : 46 Z f 3 , 2 8 % f 2 f 5 / 2 > . . . 

The low lying triplet 3/2 5/2 7/2 is obviously of intruder nature. In what 

follows we shall " clean " the figures of such states. 

There is furthermore a triplet of " fr intruders " : the first calcula-

ted 3/2 , 1/2 and 5/2 states in the full space do not show up in f (they do 

but higher up). Their structure is the following 

\n> 20*£\n-

2 _ 

Except for f * 5 i 2 configuration in 5/2 , all the amplitudes are that of a leading 

component and not the sums for the whole configuration. 

There is nothing unexpected in the wave-functions for 3/2 and 1/2 : in the 
3 2 

first it is fairer to think of f dressing f p,/~, rather than the other way 
round. In both, the dominance of a single quasiconfiguration is doubtful. In 

— * 3 
the 5/2 case there is nothing doubtful : it is beautifully dominated by f 

~3 
terms. Bow come it does not appear in the f spectrum ? Actually it is there, 
but some 700keVhigher up. In Fig. Id (in section IV) we have prepared for this 
situation : an external level comes close to a model doublet, and dresses it 

|I,> - |f',-> + a | f n _ 1 r > 

(IV-1) 

|ï 2> - |f"> + f5|fn-'r> 

Notice that a and B may be smallish, and the dressing still perturbative. As the 

two levels are quasidegenerate, they will mix evenly. The final wave-functions 

are 

fl-l—.-v x /i*n. ̂  0|*n-l_ (|f°> + clf^'r» t C\fn

z> + e|fn"'r>) 

It is only a matter of phases to have a relatively pure f state coming down. 
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If the intruder is so close than a and 6 are large we may use similar arguments 
to come to the same conclusion. 

Once these intruders have been " dismissed " ve can compare the rest of 
the levels coming from both diagonalizations. It is fair to say that the agree-

43 aents is quite good. For Ca in Fig. 4 the agreement is also goc-1. 
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44 44 
In li in Fig. 5, the situation is similar, as it is in Fig. 6. Notice in Ca 
that it is the ground state that cones too high by some 100 keV rather than the 
rest of the ipeetrua too low. This error in the ground state is more substantial 
than in the other nuclei we have shown. It is precisely this type of effect that 
DEIII tries to suppress, or rather to redistribute evenly : as a monopole opera
tion it can hardly improve selectively the positions. 

He conclude that, as far as energies'go, quasiconfigurations with the 
simplest denominators in second order produce deviations that are in no case 
worse than 100 keV. 44 Next we move to the wave-functions of Ti as obtained in the exact 
diagonalization. 

0*. 49 Z f*+... (56 Z) 8 +, 40 Z f 4+... (61 Z) 

2*. 44 Z f4+... (47.Z) 10 +, 73 Z f4+... (75 Z) 

4*. 30 Z f4+... (41 Z) I2 +, 95 Z £ 4+... (S5 Z) 

6 +, 33 Z f4+... (50 Z) 

4 Figures give the amplitudes of the main f component and in parenthe-A sis the total f amplitude in an arbitrary seniority basis. The message is rather 
clear : linked cluster mechanisms must be at play for perturbative calculation 
to produce the right energies when the true wave-functions look so badly mixed. 

~4 . . . 
In the model space f , dimensions are small and the diagcnalizations are hardly 
necessary if the basis chosen diagonalizes the W,, f- part of H in which case 
the mixing becomes perturbative except for accidents (see Fig. Id). Notice that 
the quality of agreement in the level scheme is nearly independent of the amount 48 of mixing. Notice also, that calculating in Cr will probably lead to a 10 or 

o 
20 Z dominance of f in the exact matrix diagonalization (if we are lucky, di
mensions are 0(10 ) . Froii this, we may conclude a bit presumptuously, albeit safely, that if 
spectroscopy in the f shell cannot be explained satisfactorily, the blame pro
bably does not rest with our incapacity to diagonalize large matrices. 
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VII - ENERGY LEVELS. 

While reading this section it is advisable to remember the remarks made 
at the end of section V. 

We present the results of f n( 4 2Sc), fn(KB2) and fn(KB3) calculations 
and the experimental spectra for all nJT in the region. This mass of lines is 
perhaps difficult to digast but our aim is to provide evidence about effective in 
teraction theory and realistic forces and the reader must be entitled tc pick the 
successes and failures by himself (but we shall offer some help). 

There are three types of problems raised by "the spectra : 

1) Denominator trouble : overall, the simplest acceptable choice DEIII makes a 
good job. Still, there are some systematic errors due to neglect of J dependence 
in the denominators. The most visible is perhaps the insufficient lowering of 
3/2 states in nuclei with low T at the beginning of the shell. In Sc similar 
trouble occurred for the 1 state that was cured by the use of fixed J denomina
tors. 

2) Intruders trouble. It is very manifest in even nuclei at the beginning of the 
shell : the low lying states are not sufficiently bound, which makes the high 
spin ones appear too depressed. Intruder trouble is absent in the odd nuclei 
and beyond midshell. 

3) Real trouble, about which the calculation provides a statement but not an 
answer. He would .like to suggest that not all the trouble rests necessarily with 
the theoreticians. We would urge checks on some level assignments and more care
ful search for some absentees. Missing a level in a calculation is seldom a 
real problem. Producing a low lying one where none is observed is far worse. 

18 19 Experimental levels are taken from refs. ' ). 

Pairs of cross conjugate nuclei are grouped together. 
All f calculations use DEIII denominators except the quartet Ca, li, Sc 

54 a;':d Co which use fixed J averages. 
We present only f ( Sc) spectra, although f ( Co) would have been 

interesting to include for profound reasons we discovered only after the fif -s 
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were drawn (they can be found in refs. ' ) ) . Other phenomenological choices can 
only produce cosaetic changes on these two sets.' The f (KBX) spectra contain va
riable two body forces (nT and even nJT dependence) and three body forces. Need
less to say f n(KBX) results look rather horrible. 

Now the guided tour 

Mass 43-53 
4 3 S c / 5 3 F e (Figs. 7 and 8) 

(MtV) 

-ir 

-49" 
-1»" 

-1»-

42SC-I" K M - ? 3 KB3-fJ 

Figure 7 
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4E(M*T) 

= IB 
IS 

*»F. 

- 1 » -

42SC-r KB2-7" 

Firuri* 8 

1S" 
19-

Good overall agreement. High spin levels in the right order in both nuclei, in
cluding inversion and spacing of 9/2 - 11/2 . 

* 3Ca/ 5 3Mn (Figs. 9 and 10, see also Fig. 4). 
*7„ Fine details missing. See 3/2 discussion in V. 
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• 9 " --
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T- r- — T - — 

42SC-fS KB2-?3 KB3-Î* EXP. 

AE(M*J 

«Mn 

- I -

-u-

-3~ 

42SC-f'l! KB2-f , , s 

FÏRiir» 10 

K B 3 - ~ " EXP 



Mass 44-52 

**Ti/ 5 2Fe (Figs. 11 and 12) 

- 44: 

8 
-œ+ 

4h 

-0+ 

-n* 

-o+ 

.,o+ 

•2+ 

-C+ 

42SC-f4 KB2-F4 KB3-74 

-8* 

EXP 

44 In Ti the high spins are correctly positioned : the low spin ones 
52 

unbound. Typical intruder trouble. In Fe the effect disappears : notice the 

right relative position of 10 and 12 in agreement with recent experiments ). 
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44, Sc/52Mn (Figs. 13 and 14) 

44 
The spectrum of Sc was one of our early favourites (in the end we got 

to like them all). Notice the correct positioning of the high spins, missed by the 
42 44 42 

Sc matrix eleaents. Explanation : in Ti, the Sc matrix elements do well with 

the high spins because they " account " for intruder mixing. In Sc there is no 

intruder mixing. J-' 52, Mn is also quite decent : notice the correct inversion to produce 

6 GS. 
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AE(M«V) 
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WCa/ S 2Cr (Figs. 15 and 16) 
44 52 

Phenomenal intruders in Ca. Perfectly acceptable Cr. 

AEOtaVI 
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AE(MW) 
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-4+ 

- 0 + 
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Mass 45-51 

4 STi/ S 1Mn (Figs. 17 and 18) 

47, 

«, 
See discussion of 3/2 in V. Cahotic high spin level ordering in 

Ti. Perhaps a little help from experimentalists needed. 

In Mn situation compatible with data. 
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4 5Sc/ 5 1Cr (Figs. 19 and 20) 

Sc is quite healthy. Again high spin states in fn( Sc) too high. 

Cr : excellent candidate to denominator trouble. Excited states are shifted up 

by some 500 keV because of overbinding in gnund state. 
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AE(MtV) 
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^^^^^ w — 
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* 5Ca/ 5 ,V (Figs. 2) and 22) 

remarks for chis pair 
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* 6V/ 5 0Mn (Figs. 23 and 24) 

46 The T • 0 statei in V are quite good but shifted bodily with respect to the GS. 

Again prenable denominator trouble. 

Mn is satisfactory. 
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AE(MtV) 

0 • 

42SC-I 

4 6Ti/ 5 0Cr (Figs. 25, 26, 27) 

The showpiece of cross conjugate Bynaetry. Strong attenuation of 
intruder trouble in Ti. We have an extra figure for Cr to show that the 
calculation does a good job. 

The results for this pair will be called ARGUMENT n° I. 
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•°Cr (OTHER STATES) 
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* 6Sc/ 5 0V (Fit '-8 and 29) 

Definitely £Ood. Here we shall speak of ARGUMENT n° 2. 

To avoid unnecessary suspense we mention that the ARGUMENTS vill be 

discussed in section X. 
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4 6Ca, 4 8Ti, 5 0Ti and 5 4Co (Figs. 30 - 33) 

AE(MW) 
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Here we interrupt the guided tour for a first interlude. 
These nuclei are generalized Fandya or particle-hole transforms of 

42 • 
Sc and of each other. They are particular in that 

. . 2 
i) Analytic expressions for the energies are available (ref. ) and Appendix) 

ii) The energy denominators have been evaluated at fixed JT. 

iii) They represent a quadruple test of f"., configuration (not quasi...!) 
3 U ' I *• in if 

calculations ' ) : their spectra must be identical to that of Sc, ( Ca, 
Ti nnd Co) or obtained by Fandya transformât!on( Ti). 
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The figures tell us that Ca and Ti pass the test with flying co-
48 • 54 

lours. For Sc, the agreement is still very good and for Co it is at least 
54 48 

fair. If the Co two body levels are Fandya transformed to obtain Sc, the 

2 moves to its right position but the 1 aoves up. Furthermore, the 0 (analog 

of 4 BCa GS) comes down strongly. (We apologize for the lack of figure, in Fig. 31 

the 0 is not shown but comes at the right place in the quasiconfiguration 
o 

results and a bit too high in f ). It is also easy to see that the T • I states 

of Co will not compare as well with Ca and Ti. 

The quality of agreement of the f-,/2 nodel, is, overall .qui te good. By 

the standards of 10 years ago it should be considered amazing, especially in 

view of the mess Sc is experimentally (the 1 is drowned in a see of levels). 

Remember that the calculations were done 15 years ago. 

Next we mention a rather remarkable fact : the. KB (neither KB2 nor 

KB3 : KB) H..-. matrix elements (given in Table II) look like an unmitigated 
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-0+ 
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42 46 50 disaster vhen compared directly with Se, Ca and Ti (slightly better in 
Co). However, their Pandya transform to Sc is quite good : the J " 2,3,4,5 

levels are simply fantastic, J » 7 is too low by some 700 keV, J « 1 is too 
high by some 1 MeV and J » 0 too low by some 2 MeV. The situation is exactly as 

54 in Co : the KB matrix elements give better agreement for the good spins 
(2,3,4,5) and worse for the bad ones (0,1). 

48 It follows that a plausible spectrum of Sc can be obtained from very 
different matrix elements and there is a hint that the defects to be found are 
either Sc-like (very bad 2 ) of Co-like (very bad 0 and I ). 

Now we study Fig. 31 and notice : 
A-HGUMENT n* 4 : the very bad positioning of the 1 state for the bare KB, W_«-
matrix elements has been corrected by the three body force. 
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In Table III we give the V. contributions Ceq. (III-4)) of the different orbits 
to the levels. Notice the overwhelming f.,, dominance, which shows, it need may 
be, that model spaces depend on dynamics : what could be the meaning of an 
(f 7 / 2P 3 / 2)° model space ? 

The high ;nperturbed position of the I is at the origin of denominator 
trouble, cured by the use of approximation I (eq. (IV-4)), in approximation III, 
the ttate stops midway (too high by some 500 ke). 

CmrribMiau trm Bj, C«*. I l l -*) to CJM «Mr<r ! « » ! • »f W S e flat . CM) 

/ 0* 1* 2* 1* <? 5* s ' 

* > / 2 0 . 0 -0.31 -0.20 -0.21 -0.18 -0.24 -0.10 -0.13 

"J /J 0.0 -1.3? - 0 . » -o.«s -0.38 -0.36 -0.44 -0.21 

*»!/! o.o - 0 . » -0.M -O.M -0.08 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 
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Furthermore : 

ARGUMENT n° 4': the very bad positioning of the 0 level has been cured by a 

monopole change (see section V). 

Now we move to Fig. 32. 

ARGUMENT n" 1': Ti has a spectrum that is very close to that of Ca where in

truders play a dominant role. Quasiconfigurations reproduce it well. 

Now we move back to Fig. 30. 

ARGUMENT n° 1". How come Ca with intruder influence half way between Sc and 

Ti, has still the same spectrum. Quasiconfigurations are not so good here BUT 
44 not as bad as they were in Ca. 

54 . . 
Finally Co, in Fig. 33, is quite nice and the calculations are much 

42 
closer to their experimental counterparts than in Sc. This is certainly due 

in part to the absence of intruders. The remaining discrepancies can be either 

due to denominator trouble which approximation I is likely to have reduced or to 

real trouble. Here we have ARGUMENT n° 4". 

End of the first interlude. Second interlude begins. 
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In spite of some missed details the picture is quite good. Of particu
lar interest is the status of the 3/2 states. 
ARGUMENT u* 3 

In Ca, the calculated 3/2 is too high (Fig. 9). From the exact cal-3 culation in (fr) we may expect a very minor improvement in this level which 
shows signs of denominator trouble. In no case will it come low enough. 

In Ti the 3/2 is coming down experimentally. There is certainly de
nominator trouble in the calculations and we may estimate a gain of a few hun
dred keV that will not be sufficient. 
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47 -In V the 3/2 has become the GS. The calculations bring the level down but not 
enough. Exact calculations in the f.,„ + iy., space depress it a further 300 keV 
(refs. ) and )).A transparent case of denominator trouble. 
The general trend of the 3/2 states can be summarized as follows : 

There are three states playing a role : f , f r and intruder. Some
times the intruder is spectacular (case of Sc in Fig. 3), sometimes the f n _ r 

n 43 
state kicks around severely the f state (again Sc). However, the dressed 
f , in spite of the pushes and pulls of both intruders,survives as a distinct 
entity in most nuclei. In which case it shows the following trend 

exp exp f . trend, quality 
4 3Sc 5 3Fe out 
4 3Ca 
4 5Ti 

down 5 3Mn up right + 4 3Ca 
4 5Ti down 5 IMn up right + 
4 5Sc down S ,Cr up right - (0) 
4 SCa up 5 ,V down wrong(right) - (0) 
4 7V down 4 9Cr up right 0 
4 7Ti up 4 9V down right 0 
4 7Sc down 4 9Ti up right 0 

By down and up we simply mean the relative positions of the states 
with respect to the average in the two nuclei. 

By right and wrong we denote the trend of the calculations By + /-
we mean that the heavier/lighter nucleus is much better reproduced by the cal
culations than the lighter/heavier one. 

By 0 we mean that both agree quite well with experiment. 
45 51 The comments to Figs. 19 and 22 show that for the pairs Sc - Cr 

45 51 and Ca - V we are justified in selecting the indications m parenthesis. 
For the time being we only notice a global trend reproduced by the calculations. 

This is the end of the second interlude. Guided tour resumes. 
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* 7 Ti / 4 9 V (Figs. 36 and 37) 

For the 3/2 see above. 7 Ti is not bad. V i s d is t inc t ly good. 
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4 7 S c / 4 9 T i (Figs. 38 and 39) 

Sc i s f a i r . In Ti there i s again a global shif t of the excited s ta tes (same 
. 51„ . 5I„. as in Cr and V). 
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Mass 48 

4 8Cr (Fig. 40) 
18 + 

The experimental level scheme in ref. ) places the 8 at 4.06 MeV. 

In a first draft we simply noticed this exotic behaviour. Recently (remember 

these results were ready two years ago) the experimentalists have corrected this 
21 + + 

anomaly ). They also find an uncertain 9 10 at 7.06 MeV. The calculations 
give 10 + at 6.61 MeV, 9 + at 7.17. • 
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4 8 V and * 8Ti (Figs. 41 and 42) 

We are happy to close this tour on two definitely good nuclei. 
The last section will contain an analysis of what we have seen. 
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VIII - BINDING ENERGIES. 

In Table IV we present the nuclear binding energies obtained with 

f n( 2Sc) and fn(KB3) calculations. The single particle field (BE(4ICa- 40Ca)»E ) 

and Coulomb effects have been extracted from the experimental values ). 

T»Sle IV 

Itoa Body B ind ing Eaargics on * ?i C i t e ( i n KtV) 

N 2J 2T Exp f n ( n 3 ) fV 2 sO H 2J 2T Exp f n (KB3) ^ " s o 

2 3 2 3.11 2.76 3. I I 9 7 7 15.05 15.63 23.02 
3 7 3 2.68 2.57 3.08 7 5 23.6? 26.19 31.70 

7 1 «,82 fi.73 7.17 7 3 29.70 30.26 38,18 
4 0 A 5.45 4.87 6.19 5 1 36.49 34.71 42.13 

^ 2 8.10 8.24 9.15 10 0 6 25.92 26.65 36.86 
0 0 14.57 13.81 14.34 12 4 30.47 31.37 61.6ft 

5 7 S 4.96 4.52 6.17 0 2 3B.7I 39.69 69.84 
7 3 10.99 I0.B6 12.66 I I ; 5 3 2 . 9 ' 3 4 . Ï 4 67.SÉ 
5 1 15.60 15.52 16.73 3 39.35 40.69 51.16 

6 0 & 6,54 6.40 9.26 1 43.71 46. M 56.17 
6 4 11.33 11.50 16,09 12 4 62.77 44. SB 61.35 
0 ; 20,30 19.94 22.24 2 45.56 47 . IB 66.36 

? 7 7 5,45 5.B5 9,22 0 51.11 52.70 S1.5Z 
7 S 13.55 13.69 17.91 13 3 48.92 SJ.3 Î ' 2 .07 
7 3 20,68 20.67 24.39 1 53.05 SD.43 76.15 
5 I 24.72 24. «3 28.34 14 0 2 57.67 60.87 85.68 

ft a 8 7.04 7.45 12.28 IS 7 63.36 67.07 36.61 
12 
a 
8 
0 

4 
2 
0 

13.35 
23.82 
26,70 
32.38 

13.67 
24.00 
26.88 
32.27 

19.20 
29.66 
32.55 
37.54 

16 a 0 70.60 76.10 110 37 

In the Table and in Fig. 43 it is clear that some wobble occurs in the 

value BE(exp-th) at the beginning of the shell. Its correlation with intruder 

mixing is manifest when we notice, for example in mass 44, discrepancies of 

-760 keV CT - 0) and -580 keV (T = 2) for even even nuclei, compared with +140 keV 

for the odd T = I. 
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The wobble is clearly superimposed on a broad secular effect. If we 
try to correct it by expressions of the type 

AE - a or A - of"] + S[T(T+1>- 3/4 n] 

bad fits are obtained. 
The choice 

"2 2 3U. 
(VIII-1) 
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gives good results with 

a2 « - 19 ± 3 keV a, » + 13 ± 1 keV (VIII-2) 

Assigning an arbitrary error bar of.200 keV per point we obtain 2 X /p = 1.05. No gains result from the introduction of T dependence. 
The correction a, to the two body centroids obtained from KB3 in Table 

II is totally insignificant. 
The interest of the cc, value, on the other hand, derives from its exis

tence and its small size. 
In refs. * ) it is shown that the binding energies given in Table IV 

n 42 for f ( Sc) can be corrected quite well by a cubic term. As the discrepancy in 
Ni is of 40 MeV compared to 5.5. HeV in fn(KB3), it is clear that the a, para-

meter will be considerably larger (and so would be x /p)- The effective interac
tions IL. and IL- in eqs. (III-9) a (111-10) when added to the original bare 
Hamiltonian (H) produce important changes on the two and three body centroids. In 
particular IL contributes terms in n + n , but they cancel exactly in Ni 
(easily checked since V, in eq. (III-4) cannot change the energy of a (quasi !) 

2 -
closed shell). H_, can only produce n centroids. However, through the n depen
dence of the energy denominators, higher powers of n are potentially present. 

The fact that these internally generated monopole contributions need 
only a very small a, extra correction in (VII-2) is therefore significant. 

In second order perturbation theory, the only remaining process that 
3 has not been included, that could produce an n term would be mediated by matrix 

elements of the type W ... where s should be at least in the hfp shell (deriva
tion idertical to that of eq. (III-9)). This process has been mentioned toward 
the end of section (II-3) and would correspond to a selfconsistent size read
justment effect. 

If the f7<2 quasiparticles do not wish to change size appreciably 
while the shell is being filled, the only remedy left would be to interpret cx-
aa a genuine three body force. The values in (VII-2) could probably be consi
dered as a fairly reliable order of magnitude estimate of the three body force 
(effective or true) generated outside the model space. 
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It should be noticed that the agreement with experiment for the binding 
energies is comparable to that of the spectra. In view of the very large nuclear 
correlation energies (70 MeV in Ni, see Table IV) it may seem odd that the 
absolute errors on such large numbers, be comparable to the relative errors in 
the spectra. Binding energies however have to be judged on an energy per particle 
basis. It is directly in line with the spirit of linked cluster theory and with 
our insistence on the fact that the core is a member of the model space as the 
GS is a member of the spectrum. 

IX - ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSITIONS AND SOME REMARKS ON THE WAVE-FUNCTIONS. 

IX - 1. Electromagnetic transitions. 

He can write the operator for an electromagnetic transition of multi-
polarity X in oui notation and for the (fp)-shell as 

GX-.1<P\\0X\\P'> [Aj- , / 2|AB | X (IX-1) 
PP' M v 

where pp' - lf ? / 2, 2 F 3 / 2 , ! f 5 / 2 > 2p, / 2 

If now we want to calculate a transition between quasiconfigurations 
we have to evaluate <f?|fl |f",>. Using the expression (III-2) for the f n states 
we can write 

<f?|nx|f?,> - <i|n*|i'> 

+ -J--:i |v|j><j|n X]i'>+ —!— <i|fiX|j><J' |v | i '> 
E i J e i ' J ' 

+ terms in SÎX«0(V2/e2) (IX-2) 

He can sum over intermediate states, and after some algebra obtain 
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<f?||flX||f?,> = 

(<i(D||f!x||icr*)> +(-^-* 7- !—)<i(r)||(n x-v) x||i i(r')> +... (ix-3) 

Using expressions (IX-1) and ( ITI-4) for Q and V, (only V in eq. 
(III-4) contributes to that order), equation (IX-3), after some recoupling has 
the following form. 

<f?| |n x | | f> = <i(Dl|n x | | i ' (r')> + 

+ I<F- + F-L-><£llnXllr>T W" , / 2 

r eiJ i'J' A 
•I (-0 1/2 W <UD M I A(A(BB)' ) r | ||i'(I")> (IX-4) 

So the relevant transition operator among quasiconfigurations consists 
in the conventional one for the configurations plus a two body effective tran
sition operator acting on configurations. Note that at the order we stop, no 
one body effective transition operator (effective charge) appears. So ,the ef
fect of truncation is irreducibly of two body character. Nevertheless Ip-lh 
excitations when neither p nor h belong to the If 7/ 2 orbit give rise Co these 
effective charges. (W-.- matrix elements instead of W _ „ ) . 

He present in Tables V and VI the results for E2 transitions in some 
selected nuclei. We use consistently an effective charge of 0.5 e for protons 
and neutrons. We compare our results with experiment, including also the 
results of f ?/ ? and partial (fp) diagonalizations taken from ref. ) . 
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.2-.» 

T.H. V 

C2 t r n a i t i o s r n t a b l l i t l . . it « ' V 
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7/2" 3/2" 31511 IB b ) 27.23 63.! 54.7 

11/2" 7/2" ™: lll 70.40 \lk.9 106.7 

" f t 7/2" 5/2" 31**80 >̂ 
553±I60 *' 

102.70 -207.4 186.6 ' 

9/2" 7/2" 307-(30 *J 
3731130 a ' 
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Results for the conjugate pair Ti/ Cr show the following features 

i) The «normalization is very important and generally goes in the right direc 

tion (see point iii) in section I). 

ii) The quality of agreement with experiment is similar for the quasiconfigura-

tions result and those of partial diagonalizations. This can indicate the need 

for a higher order dressing of the configurations to calculate transitions. 

iii) A very interesting result is provided by the quadrupole moment. In an f n 

model, they have the wrong sign. Evidently no effective charge can account for 

this. The change induced by the two body operator does it and the result is 

quite close to the experimental one. 
47 49 Same type of results are obtained for the pair V/ Cr show in Table 

VI. 
50„ We have alsc calculated the transitions in Ti (see also Table VI), 

the very good agreement we find corroborates the analysis of this spectrum made 

in section VI. 

In Table VII, we present the results for some Ml transitions. Although 

some improvements are obtained, mainly in V/ Cr the situation for Ti/ Cr 

remains rather poor. The sensitivity of Ml transitions to very fine details of 

the wave-functions explains this partial defeat. 

Tible VII 

Kl cno. i t lon prob.biltt i . i in PD 

t V So) t°«f"~'t<«'> I°(KM> 

« H 
*2 

i* 0.03310.01 ** !,77 0.26 1.09 

2 3 *' 0.19 10.03 "' 0.63 (.60 1.35 

» C r A »; 0,62 10.05 b ï 1.77 I.JÛ I . » 

*; »; 0.23 ±0.04 b ) 0.63 0.30 0.25 

"v 5/2" 3/2" 0,07 ±0.01 C > 0.01 0.13 0.15 

m~ 5/2~ 0.A5 10.01 c ) 0.001 0.16 0.20 

9/2" 7/2" >5 * 10*' 0.39 * 0.07 

"cr • i'i" 5/2" 0,1.6 10.06 "' 3.001 0.16 0.07 

9/2" 7/2* 0,39 10.It ** 0.39 0.48 0.53 

11/2" 9/2" 0,57 10.19 - ï 0.61 0.50 0.36 

») ret. 25 H Mf. 26 c) "f. 29 4) "f . 30 

M) ft An-) 6 trom Mf. 31, T fron r«f, 32* 
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IX - 2. The wave-functions. 

The reader who has followed us this far knows by now that we prefer 

discrepancy Co agreement. We would like Co explore now what can be said about the 

transitions. 

First of all we would like to dismiss any criticism about our choice 

of effective charges : an isoscalar value of 0.5 (Z/A) is for us a universal 
35 

constant made plausible by Mottelson's arguments ) that will be changed the 

day our knowledge of the dynamics allows to do better . As linked cluster theory 

teaches, for the whole of the f model there is one body effective charge (at 

most two : isovector and isoscalar). Once it is chosen or calculated, there is 

no way of changing it. In that sense our choice is as good as any, as Tables V 

and VI show. 

Next we would like to make some general comments that link wave-func

tion properties to what we see in the transitions. 

I) Energy denominator problems. If we refer to Fig. lb in section IV we 

c«n understand that under favourable circumstances the force may be such Chat 

the energy obtained with detailed denominators may be very much the same as the 

one coming from the cruder centroîd approximation. All our results on 

energies indicate that this approximation is (suprisingly) good. The favourable 

circumstances would then exist in the sense that 

I B v - <i|v|J><J|v|i> * <ilv|J><J|vli> ( I X_ 5 ) 

J J J 6iJ e 

where £ is the cc 3tant centroîd, and @, the amplitude of the J-state in the i 

dressing. 

When calculating transition the corresponding equalities would be 

Z B n - <ilvlJ><J|nU'> * <i|v|j><j|n|i'> ( I X _ 6 ) 

J J e £ J e 

3t Do we really want to spoil the results for Ti in Table VI by choosing some 

other value for the effective charges ? We would like to add this to our list 

of section VIII as ARGUMENT n* 4". 
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If (IX-5) is somehow right and (IX-6) somehow wrong it would mean a 
fairly poor wave-function has produced a good energy but when it is used for 
transitions it will show its weaknesses. 

As exact diagonalizations in fn+ f r spaces will produce wave-func
tions that for all intents and purposes amount to perturbative calculations 
with perfect denominators for the V. part of the force only, we can gather from 
Tables V, VI and VII that there is more than a lucky circumstance in the validi
ty of eq. (IX-S) : the differences between quasiconfigurations and exact dia
gonalizations are negligible : eq. (IX-6) is apparently valid. 

2) Third order perturbation theory and transitions. The statement above 
concerning the wave-functions obtained in a diagonalization f n+ f r must he 
understood properly : it is the dressing due to the V. force that is right. The 
binding energy will be invariable wrong. 
Furthermore : for even-even nuclei, pairing effects coming from V, are impor
tant, and their neglect will yield wrong spectra. In the even-odd cases, the 
spectra depend less on V,, but it would be a mistake to conclude that transi
tions will be better reproduced. 

A second order calculation for the transitions is only sensitive to 
V. and the comparison mad* in paragraph I) batwsen exact diagonalization and 
quasiconfiguration result* make' sens*. Which does not mean the second order 
calculation is enough : pairing will ba allowed into play only in third order. 

A recurrent effect, taken fro» real lif* shell model calculations 
will immediately explain why pairing ia essentiel. As an example we consider the 
wave-functions of Ca in an (f-,2 d./j) *»d«l ). The 0* GS and 3~ excited 
states are 

l°*»-«*5/a*w3/2£7/a*— 
|3-i> - MlrJn+v&rfn 

, (IX-7) 

BE3 = (oa'+ 88'+ a'«<d 3 / 2|n J|f 7 / 2> 

a « a' 8 ,&' 
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As $' nay be a rather large number, the 0B' term is important. 

It is evident that in a perturbative approximation it appears only in third or

der. In some jargons the effect would be called an RFA correlation. 

This is only another example of the danger of thinking only in terms 

of lowest order in perturbation theory : if pairing is important for the second 

order energies, we cannot forget it for the transitions simply because it comes 

in third order. 

Unfortunately we have not followed our own advice and only second order 

calculations are given in this paper. 

3) Quadrupole moments and f wave-functions. 

The two preceeding remarks apply to first and second order dressing 

in the wave-function (second and third order energies and transitions). How we 

turn to zeroth order in the wave-functions. 

Assuming we have diagonalized only the terms in W._,. of the bare 

Hamiltonian, we have broken the initial degeneracy and we have the zeroth order 

wave-function. Our discussion in section IV indicates that this should allow 

us to view the problem as a non degenerate one. It is indeed the case, and our 

wave-functions that correspond to well identified experimental levels are indeed 

solidly dominated by 1 component (0(90 Ï)) in this representation. 

Although the improvement over f n( Sc) calculations in Tables V to 

VII is quite clear in general, there is one case in which it is impressive : for 

the quadrupole moments. If one pauses for a minute to think on the sort of 
n 42 

mixing necessary for the f ( Sc) states to reverse the wrong signs, the task 

is seen to be very difficult. If now.we realize that the zeroth order wave-

function is not given by f n( Sc) but by fn(KB3) (f n not P ) , things becomes 

easier : the f (KB3) wave-functions do not give large positive quadrupole moment? 

but small ones. Half of Che work is done : fn(KB3) (or .any KBX) are very diffe

rent from f n(* 2Sc). 

Perhaps, this is the most significant single example of the wisdom 

of minimum tampering (notice that monopole effects change nothing in the wave-

functions) • 
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X - THE BOOK OF ARGUMENTS. 

1. Three Trends 

Now that all the information has been presented, it is possible to ex
tract some general trends. Although we have singled out som' particular nuclei, 
all contribute to the list of ARGUMENTS in section VII. 

ARGUMENT of type 1 deal with even-even nuclei. 
42 44 At the beginning of the shell the spectra are compressed. In Ca and Ca the 

trouble is maximal. In Ca it persists but there is'clear improvement. In Ti 
50 42 the calculated spectrum is practically perfect. Strangely enough Ti and Ca 

have almost indistinguishable level schemes. 
44 In Ti again the calculation does not split sufficiently the high 

spin states from the low ones. In Ti the improvement is clear and in Cr the 
48 situation is nearly perfect, as it is in Cr. 

For these nuclei, cross conjugation and the simple assumption that 
Ca, Ca, Ti and Co (T " 1) have identical spectra seems to work quite 

well. This illusion is confirmed by the very nice schemes obtained with the 
42 
Sc set of matrix elements. 

However, we know quite well that intruders from the sd shell are 
present and play a determinant role in positioning several levels in the neigh-

40 + 42 44 
bourhood of Ca (e.g. the 2 states in ' Ca are experimentally an even mix
ture of f n and intruder). We could expect therefore that the choice of the ex-42 peridental scheme of Sc amounts to a drastic renormaliiation of the two body 
interaction to account for the intruders. As the quasiconfiguration results n 42 ignore these effects, it may come as no surprise that f ( Sc) gives better 
results than fn(KBX) at the beginning of the shell. 

Pushing the argument further, we notice that very soon quasiconfigura-
n 42 tions become competitive and outperform the f ( Sc) calculation. But then, 

n 42 why is it that when sd intruders have moved out of the picture, f ( Sc) keeps 
producing some spectra that are almost identical to those of f (KBX) and the 

50 52 52 experimental ones ? The situation is particularly striking in Ti, Cr, Fe. 
n 42 Now we forget for a minute the particular f ( Sc) calculation and 
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keep in mind only the general predictions of an f model about cross conjugation, 
and compare quaiiconfigurations and experiment to find the following general 
trend : 

TREND 1 : In even-even nuclei quasiconfigurations have some problems at the be
ginning of the shell, most probably because of neglected intruder effects. Star
ting at mass 46 the calculations improve rapidly and towards the middle of che 
shell they do very well and even manage some very precise positioning of isomers 

+ 52 at che end of the shell (12 in Fe, not an «•> cident, as we shall see). 
When moving into the shell the internal fp dresr'ng produces almost the same ef-
"~~~~ 40 
fects on the spectra as those- due to sd intruders near Ca. 

ARGUMENTS of type 2 deal with odd-odd nuclei 

Here there are good theoretical and experimental reasons not to expect intruder 
. 44 

trouble and indeed, starting in Sc, quasiconfigurations yield very good spec
tra. Not only the ground state spins are invariably well reproduced, but the 
whole level sequences appear in the right order with very few inversions. The 
reader is asked to beware of fictitious shifts, e.g. : the T « 0 spectrum of 
46 • + 
V is nearly perfect. It is the T - I 0 GS that is off position by some 

300 keV as can be checked through the binding energy table and figure (section 
VIII). 

Cross conjugation is often severely broken. The sensitivity to the 
single small change between KB2 and KB3 is rather strong and shows how seve
rely the odd-odd nuclei test the interactions. Hence it is difficult to assess 
the relative importance of denominator trouble and errors, in the force. 
The situation is suaaarixed in 
TREND 2 : In odd-odd nuclei quasiconfigurations do well from tha beginning of 
the shell most probably due to the near absence of intruder effects. Internal 
fp dressing produces many rearrangements that exmplain quite systematically 
the breakdown of cross conjugate symmetry. These nuclei are severe tests that 
demonstrate the soundness of the realistic interactions. 
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ARGUMENT of type 3 deal with odd-even nuclei. 

In even-even nuclei normal parity intruders are present and active, in odd-odd 
nuclei, non-normal parity intruders are present, but, perforce, non active. 
In even-odd nuclei, both normal and non normal parity intruders are present and 
the former may be quite active or not at all. Furthermore, the experimental in
formation is often unreliable. Finally, even when intruders have gone and expe
riments are clear, these nuclei have idiosincratic behaviour. On the computa
tional side, they show more often than their even and odd counterparts clear 
signs of denominator trouble To this we may add that cross conjugation is broken, 
but it is difficult to discern a clear pattern, mainly due to the accumulation 
of uncertainties we have mentioned. 

To understand our complaints, let us start by examining the quartet 
Ca, Hn, Ca, V, which should have identical spectra in the f n model. 

43 ~3 3 i? 
Ca is not very good in f and slightly worse with f ( Sc). If there is any-

thing like a pattern to be found we would try the following for the f calcula
tions : disregard for the time being the 3/2 , and notice that the other spins 
(5/2~, ll/2~, 9/2~ and 15/2~) would welcome an upward push of some 200-300 keV. 
This is very much an effect to be expected from the sd intruders which depress 

+ 42 
violently the 0 T - 1 CS of Ca and are expected to act selectively on stages - 43 of low seniority (7/2 in Ca is the only state with seniority 1). 
Mn is peculiar : the f ( Sc) calculation is far more adequate than "It was in 

43 ~13 
Ca, and seems to do as well or better than f . However : for quasiconfigu-

rations a trend is clear : the ground state is underbound by some 300 keV. This 
time it is not the fault of the intruders but clear denominator trouble. 
45 43 
Ca : very much the same story as in Ca : we would like to decompress the 

spectrum (this time we forget about 5/2~ rather than 3/2~). 
51 . 53 
V : exactly the same situation found in Mn. 43 Perhaps it is useful to call attention on the spectra of Sc and 
Fe : quasiconfigurations do a nearly perfect job in the first and a good one 

in the second (notice again the isomer 19/2 ) only marred by overbinding of 
some 300 keV in the 7/2" GS. The f n ( S) spectra are definitely poorer in 
both nuclei. More interesting for our case is the clear disappearance of a low 
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lying 3/2 from both calculations, while it exists in both nuclei. Which brings 
us to the only ARGUMENT 3 explicitly mentioned in section VII. 

The 3/2 states are always prominent low lying members of the spectra. 
47 Experimentally they keep going down until mdshell (G5 in V) and then go up 

again. Hithin denominator trouble corrections, the trend (that breaks cross con
jugation) is well reproduced by the calculations. At a finer level it appears 
that when sd intruders are present, the calculations do not manage to depress 
the states sufficiently, while they do an increasingly better job when moving 

40 away from Ca. By then failures can be attributed quite safely to denominator 
trouble. 

It is difficult, for reasons that will be clear very soon, to extract 
a trend that parallels trends 1 and 2. For odd nuclei the result can only have 
the following patchwork character : sd intrude: s may or may nut be determinant 
at the beginning of the shell. Cross conjugate symmetry is broken. Quasiconfi-
gurations reproduce the trends everywhere, sometimes fine details (isomers) 
are explained, but there is a strange tendency toward global level shifts that 
can be attributed to sd intruders when they are present and to denominator trou
ble when they are absent. 

At this point, Dr. Watson feels quite gloomy while Sherlock Holmes 
shows signs of contentment and does not even bother to ask for the wave-func
tions to explain why things are elementary. 

X - 2. The various intruders. 

Already in trend 1 it is quite obvious that there are two sorts of 
intruders : those coming from sd shell excitations (the Intruder from below) 
and those coming from fp shell dressing (the Intruder from above). These Intru
ders, made of many states, manage to obscure the picture, by detecting once 
in a while a small individual intruder that will wreck havoc in some levels 

43 
through local band mixing. In Fig. 3 for Sc we have examples of small in
truders from above and below having the same quantum numbers (3/2 ). We have 

42 + not shown the wave-functions of Se, but 5 T • 0 is pushed around by an 
intruder from above in very much the same way 2 T - 1 is known to be the vic
tim of an intruder frcs below. 
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Although they indulge occasionally in the disturbing practical joke of 
planting decoys, the big Intruders have solid secular habits which include ex
treme respect for one another : when one is at vrark, the other one waits for its 
turn. 

It so happens, that in even-even nuclei both Intruders do Che same job, 
2 vhich, by and large, can mock_d by a single two body f force. It explains why 

n 42 
f ( Sc) works so well for so long, while quasiconfigurations (which contain 
only the Intruder from above) wait until the Intruder from below has completed 
its task to take over. 

In odd-odd nuclei, the Intruder from above acts alone, and the break
down of cross conjugate symmetry shows that its effect is not due to a two body 
force. In even-odd nuclei, it would appear that it is the constant two body for
ce due to both intruders and the three body force vrom above, that are at the 
origin of the complex situation. To some extent this is true, but a closer ins
pection will bring some surprises. 

The Intruder from below can only be something of the form f n d . 
We are being rather tchenatic, in that f has to be fully dressed, i.e. states 
such £• f_,, ^5/2^3/2*1/2' * n < 1 n a n v others, play a role. Still, the consequence 
of this type of dressing, as can be easily checked, is an effective 1 + 2 body 
force. This 1 + 2 body force is not constant and given once and for all in the 
Sc spectru». The energy denominators will have a ferocious state dependence 

{nJT at least) if we want to do well in low order perturbation theory. A cons
tant tvo body force may be a good, but deceptive substitute in the even-even 43 nuclei : in Ca it shows already its flaws. 

The Intruder fro» above is either f n~ r of f n r. As we shall show 
it is f r by itself that carries most of the responsibility for the changes as 
it produces the 3 body force that is essential for breaking cross conjugate 
sycsMtry. In the 4n and 4n + 2 nuclei, the f r dressing is important, but its 
influence diminishes with increasing ir.ospin. It is quite easy to realize that 
in the pair Ti- * Cr, the difference» are not due to the small n dependence 
in the denominator of the two body force, but to the strong 3 body effect. Its 
efficacy can be judged from the fact that the energy denominators increase 
throughout the shell, while the shifts instead of diminishing become stronger : 
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the better perturbative conditions are fulfilled, tVie stronger the effect. He 
have here a clean signature of linked cluster theory. (Explanation : there are 
•any «ore states contributing to the Intruder). 

It remains to be understood, or at least shown, how a three body force 
can do so remarkably the same thing as a two body one in even nuclei. 

X - 3. The three body effects. 

ARGUMENTS of type 4 show what the three body force does. 
Here we can go rather fast. In Table III it; is shown that the spectrum 

of Sc is due to mixing through H_., IL, is unimportant. Had the same table been 
50 9 

written for Ti the results would have been identical : it is mixing with f r 
that produces the enormous shift in the 0 state. T.t may be strange that a 3 body 
force produces an effect almost identical to a two body pairing force (as the 42 one responsible for the spectrum in Ca), but this is what happens. That the 
two body contraction in H_. is not very important can be checked from the ana
lytic expressions in the Appendix. 

Furthermore : one of the effects that is clearly seen in Table III is 
the average shift of th T » 3 states with respect to the T - 4 state. 

This isovector change is quite similar to the strong shift downward 42 of the T » 1 states with respect to the T - 0 ones in Sc. 
54 2 

Even more strangely : the spectrum of Co is quite close to the (fr) 
"2 42 

(or f , not shown) spectrum in Fig. 1 : the Intruder from above dresses Sc 
54 54 

and Co in very much the same way. Remember also that, had we chosen the Co 48 levels to calculate Sc with a Fandya transform, the T » 4 state would have 
been too low by almost 2 MeV, while we get Sc and Co simultaneously well. 
The three body part of H^, seems to produce what's needed depending on the nu-48 cleus : for Sc an isovector shift such as the one due to the intruder from 
below in Sc, but without the deffects that f ( Sc) has. For Ti we get near-

42 ly the same spectrum as in Sc, but in addition we have perfect transition 
rates. For Co, we have again a good spectrum in which the isovector shift and 
the strong pairing have disappeared. 

The three body effecti e force is really a jack of all trades, that 
produces different effects in each î.ucleus. For the energies, in some even-even 
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cages, it car. bluff us by taking the guise of a constant two body force. But 
we can call the bluff in the odd nuclei and in the transition rates (and quadru-
pole moments). 

X - 4. Coupling schemes. 

In the competition between H. and IL. in eq. (III-8), H is the winner 
in the fp shell : we call this situation j-j coupling. Sometimes, however, f 
contains f components that are dominated by an eigenstate of H but mixed appre
ciably with others. Here we move towards an intermediate coupling scheme that 
will be reached when H and IL become equally important. It may well happen, 
that in some cases, not in the fp shell, hut elsewhere, H R ] will overwhelm H. 
Then, and we are only speculating, we shall speak, perhaps, of the rotational 
coupling scheme. This is the wild shot in the P;~k of Arguments. 
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Appendix A 

i A 37 ' 
Some familiarity with ref. ) and its appendix ) is useful here 

A-1 : Generalized particle-hole transform 

As it is well know, for two body forces, the spectra of two particles 

in a shell and that of two holes in the complete shell are identical. When 

quasiconfigurations are used, we have to deal with two + three body effective 

operators, and then things become more complicated,but still it is possible 

to write analytic formulae for the transformation. He shall study the renor-

malization coming from V. excitations that is 

"RI" " I rï,<-O
f+r-r' iin^W' [((M) V(A(BB) rV] ° (A-1) 

The particle hole transform consists in making a change of vacuum 

a 

operators 

(in our case from Ca to Ni), that implies the following change in the 

(-) 2 f Â (A-2) 

the barred operators act on the new vacuum'. 

To get the right operator on the new vacuum, we first write (A-1) 

in antinormal order, and then apply the p-h transfora above which leaves us 

with the operators on the new vacuum in normal order. To make the algebra 

clearer we shall refer to the graphs of fig. 44. 

We take the coupled operator in (A-1) which can be associated to 

graph (I) and recouple, so we get 

(i) - I u(frfr' ; rr')(-i) r + I" <i» (A-3) 
r" 

Usins now the coupled commutator 

[(BB) r,(AA) r'] r'--2[r]'%. s4[rr]«/
2 JJ «, *.| (AB) r 

we obtain 
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P.II/2 (II) - -[T'y/i.2.6TT,Sv„0 (III) 

- 4.(-l) 2 f + r' + r"'U(r'fr'f J £ D (IV) (A-4) 

r+r'-r" 
+ H ) 1 + 1 ' (V) 

Combination of (A-1), (A-2), (A-3) provide the general expression in 

the new vacuum. As we are interested in the two hole case, the three body part 

will not act so we just write the two + one body part,. 

First, we can rewrite 

(IV) - I U(£fff ; AP')f(BB)X(AA)A] (A-5) 
A 

and after some algebra obtain 

H R 1 - ZlM - ^ " i ï oX[(ÂÂ)X(BB)XJ°[Aj " 2 (A-6) 
K 1 r [f] i \ 

where 

«x- - 4 l I r r - y y - V . ) ^ 1 " J I U CA-7) 
rr' * ' 

54 
So we have found the level displacement in Co due to the V \ ' 

renormalization, given simply by ui . 

A-2 : Generalized Pandya transform. 

Now the change of vacuum is done only for neutrons. This introduces 

greater complexity because one is forced to work in n-p formalism. Anyway the 

task is feasible. 

The non diagonal Hamiltonian can be written in isospin formalism as 

o . 
V - ̂  ï[r]'/V([(AA r) r(B B)

r] • [(AA)r(BBr)rJ° ) 

When going to np formalism and taking into account that now, pro-
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ton and neutron fields commute we can write 

' , - 7 I p | 1 / 2 («fffrKVV„> J * 

+ (A A r ) J (B B ) J + same for p j n n n n ) 

- tf'jCA AJ J («B ' ) J+ ( A A ' j W i 
' n p n p n p n p > 

- ( - l ) J + V i ( A A ) J (B B r ) J + (A A r ) J (B B ) J } \ 
i x n p ' v p n' p n v n p 11 

The change in operators associated to the vacuum change is 

A >&. B >B 
P P P P 

A >B B • > ( - l ) i £ Â 

n n n ' n 

He can then write the Hamiltonian in terms of the barred operators 

(as no confusion is possible we drop the bar), introducing the phases. Next 

step is to perform the sum over intermediate states in eq. (3-15). One must 

be very careful with phase factors due to the difference in commutation rules 

between n-n and n-p. Finally one can write (A-l) in the following form 

\ r - Î J , < " > f + r " J ' ^ j g f f • ! < - • > l + \ V k (A"9> 
Where there are eight possible crossings :(-l) is the phase 

coming for the r-ipace operators extraction. $. the phase associated to the 

change of operators ; 0. is the coupled operator and S. the matrix element 

associated to it using expression (A-8). The operators 0. are pictured in 

fig. 45 and the corresponding phases and factors are : 
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k *k *k \ t 

1 1 C - ) 2 f v V , J,J' even 
2 0 1 C-1) J' wV'.Jeven 
3 0 1 wV 
4 1 c - ) 2 £ J J1 

-W W J even 
5 1 1 (-l)Vw J' J' even 
6 0 ( - ) 2 f C-)J«W 
7 0 C - ) 2 f -W JW J J even 
8 1 1 w V J,J' even 

<A-10) 

We shall not study the complete Hamiltonian refered to the new va
cuum but only its two body part, leading to the Ca/ Sc and Ti spectra. 
So we have to express operators k « 1 to k « 8 in normal order and keep the 
contractions up to two body terms. Clearly operators k « 4 and k « 7 do not 
give such a contraction. 

After a some work of commuting, recoupling and using some, 
sum rule for Racah coefficients we obtain 

(k-.)= 2 ( - . ) * + f + r + I M ^ j - o J J l xCA nB n)° { A - „ ) 

-4 jf r jj [Jj-Ar]"2 ((A//<«„«,/] ° 

( W ) . 2 C - » * - — - ! * , * ] [ „ ] J' f J { f ' Jj Sf f X 

( f r o ) ( f r o ) [ l i a 

. f(A A )*(B B ) M ^ n p' n p' y 
(k-5)- 2(-l) J'" X + f + r" C T . (same as k-2) 
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f f 0 - < - > — < - ' " ' " £ : : i c . : 3 1 : 
( ( A A ) * ( B B ) X ) 
\ P P P P / 

• ( - )«-* I d j £ CAB)0 « 
[ f ] 1 ' 2 P P J J 

<M>- ( . ,) J- f- r6 J J l xM^ ( c y / v / ) " 

Nov, remember that, only (A A )(B B ) operators will contribute to 
50 46 P p p p 48 Ti, only (A A )(B B ) to Ca, and only (A A )(B B ) to Sc. Observing this n n n n n p n p 
and putting results (A-ll) and (A-10) in equation (A-9) we get for the energy 
contribution of V. excitations to these nuclei the following final expres
sions . 
Ca. 

AE(A)« I |w J | 2.2. M + I 4-<-D f" r H r J 
Jcven [ f ] J ,J ' even 

f J' f 

J 

•[jJ'JtfV 
(A-12) 

5 0 T i . 

AEa,)-I | W

J | 2 M + | W ^ | 2 - I C - , ) ^ ' . 

If r cr) ( f r o ) ( f f 0 ) 
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46, Se. 

Jeven [f] J 2[f] 

f f J , (f f J'j „ V ' 
2 f f Xj) (f r Xj JJ' J J Z (f f Xj) JJ« 

X7+J'+c (f f JJ (f f j') (f f XT> . „ 
+2 l (-1) J [JJ.O] ' ^ 

Jeven.J' ( f r o ) ( f r y ) (f f a ) 

To get the spectra one must add to expressions (A-12) the parts coming 2 from the original f.,, interaction and from the pairing renormalization, that, 
being both two body forces obey the usual particle-hole or Pandya transforms 
following the case. 
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Page Line 

I 22-23 . . . i s to l o o s e . . . 

3 II . . . The a in i s to a l l o w . . 

5 4 . . . orbi t i s p a r t i a l l y . . . 

6 5 . . . I t i s the c a s e , . . . 
t l 19 . . . of sotae " s u i t a b l e . . . 

7 13 . . . KB and IKS. . . 

14 undistinguishable 

fomula (1-2) V s t - . . . ( - ) J * T ) 

8 4 en t i ere ly 

fonsula (1-4) n j £ £ r ( » ) • { - ) . . . 

9 2 . . .Present s t a t e . . . 

10 9 allows to e x p l a i n . . . 

Should read : 

... is to lose... 

... The ain is to make it possible. 

... orbit to be partially... 

... This is the case,... 

... of some suitably... 

... KB and KLS... 

indistinguishable 

entirely 

13 ...which allows... 

26 ...three body forces a two 

15 5 (not necessarity...) 

18 1 which allows... 

19 17 either to... the case... 

Xlo 

20 22 insure 

22 2 say. 

25 formula (111-13) x £...)* 

X -> 
26 3 ... an equal sign. 

30 14 ...denominators that be.. 

34 8 done properply... 

14 JCB2 : w£ £ £ f(KB)... 

15 KB3 : Wt' .... centroîds. 

46 7'...to produce... 

63 11 (... in a see of...) 

65 2 .. .it need nay 

7 (too... 500 ke). 

82 11 Saae type... show... 

83 9 ... is one body... 

84 20 ...Which does... 

85 19 ...by 1 component... 

89 26 ...by detacting... 

93 24 f(BB)r...(AB)r 

w£ £ r(KB) -(-)... 
...The present state... 

makes it possible to explain... 

...which makes it possible to solve... 

body ... three body forces and two body... 

(not necessarily...) 

which makes it possible to write... 

either introduction of a model space or 

change of representation. This is the case, 

ensure 

Nor do we have. say. 

*l 
A 

...an equal sign. We shall see the... 

... denominators that are.,. 

done properly... 

KB2 : W^ff£(KBl)-300 keV for T-10 ... 

centroîds kept 

KB3 : Wt„_... centroîds kept. 

to produce the... 

(... in a sea of..'.) 

... it needs nay 

(too... 500 keV). 

The sane type... shown... 

... is one one body... 

...This doe's... 

... by one component... 

...by detaching... 

(BB)'...(AB) r" 
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